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Racers move to 2-0 in OVC
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Calloway's comeback falls short
in district loss to Mayfield
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France offers last-minute peace plan: U.S. skeptical
By ELLEN NIMMONS
Associated Press Writer

MURRAY, KY
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England: 614th ready
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Students at Eastwood Christian School assembled this morning to pay tribute III Ihe American soldiers in
the Middle East in a flag raising ceremony. Students Brad Treas and Justin Owens raise the flag4%ith the
help of high school teacher Jim Owens.

(MP). As a 111'.1.
are r.,:ad to go. We have mentally pre;lared ().:rseives and several records
irk are coming along each and everyday," England said.
Ince arc 20 members and/or guardsmen of the unit who were sent to
Fort 1<ro,, List week, and , .kre in Fort MeClellan. Ala., this wc,ek practic(Cont'd on page 2)
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NCR Corp
a midnight
deadline to sell their
re to AT&T under its S6.:
'
hostile takeover bid, hut
..ione company was

FORECAST
Tonight: Occasional rain.
Low around 40. Rain chances
100 Percent. East wind around
10 mph becoming_ northerly
toward morning.

Lawmakers hopeful of-progress despite long agenda
By MARK COOPER

rna,ers, ho, ever. have set
see d :Indl dralt of Gov. Wallace
tor solid waste
the keystone oftIe
and at least one ()liter
stmitted

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

H

Legislators meeting for the first
day 'of the General 'Assembly's special session were a bit taken irback
due to the long. 14-item agenda
that's in front of them, but most are
confident that makt decisions can
be reached, according to local
legislators.

.
td \usIC
WFlti
:nal:J.:en:cm. according to Sen.
Greg Higdon. One bill, submitted

to botil.stdes of the Assembly. \it
the g. oyernor, ',1/4 ho was
duled to addres a joint session
the flouse and Senate this morning.
Rep. Freed Curd. however, said
the governor's' proposal his- been
changed and rewritten so many
times that many lawmakers are
ensure what firs goal is concerning
Ste management.
&e,s;:'01':

LAKE LEVELS

lii awJon,
Frcd Bra
introth.ced two solid waste bills
ICOrit'd on page 2)
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JAAC seeks improvements
at site of dangerous curve

Kentucky Lake
15).9 -0.2 below 336.4, -0.6
Barkley Lake
S7,7 -0.3- below :339,6,
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Subscribers who hae not
receked their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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iven to le.,
iTi--;ad-V4rtteo that we
te looking at IC according to
Freed. Curd. - We don't
what's colIe n with the- h].
.At least WIC of the solid
bilk, however, introduced to
Senate by Sens. John "Eck- Rose
and Joe Wright and in the House
by Reps. fierhie Deskins and Mark
liTOW41, -was- -represeal.ive-f,fthe

Pat Campbell enjoyed spring-like weather Monday while building a garage fill• Bruce Skaggs on Elm
Street. Campbell, a self-employed construction worker, said that ciiiitcuction work during the si inter is
much more pleasant when the temperature hovers around 511 dlts.

The. Jonathan-Aurora . Action
Committee, an organization representing the Jonathan Creek and
Aurora communities of Marshall
County, has,.rsubmitted a -letter . to
the state highway department in an
effort to make improvements to
prevent accidents on what is known
as "Tucker's Curve," a dangerous
curve between Hardin and Aurora._
on Kentaky 80.
The curve has been the site of
numerous accidents over the years,
§Ome involving fatalities.
According to Chief District
Engineer John Purycar, plans are
being made to meet with the action
committee soon, with investigations of that section of the road
now taking place. Presently there
arc advisory speed limit signs on
both sides of the. curve, with the
speed limit set at 45 MPH.
According to previously published reports, the action committee
is said to have requested "guar-

teed along the dropolf.an,:
lashing signs, reading 'Dangerous
Curve-Slow' at each end of the
flowever. Purycar said, that
he kiepariment will have to meet
with tlic .iction group and discuss
wbat shLild be done, with Yegard
to the regulations of the
department.
Flashing lights anywhere except
at an intersection are "probably not
practical," and often times guardr:ills. Cause fatalities and are only
placed in areas where the risk of
falling without a barrier such as a
guardrail. would be more dangerous than a collision ewith the rail.
However, Purycar said, many of
the accidents occurring on the
curve du not involve'cars going off
the road, but instead involve collisons of cars within 4h roadway.
"The three people killed in a
Nov. 17 accident had nothing to do
with not having a guardrail, it happened within the roadway,"
Purycar said. The accident
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Peace plan...
Lawmakers...
(Cont d from page 1)
his own. A bill *rich wo..ild allow
Kentucky Desert Shield soldiers to
temporanly forgo filing their 1991
Kentucky income taxes was also
Introduced to the Senate by 13 different sponsors.
The solid waste issue is by far
the most important one for Calloway County, whose landfill operational costs are expected to more
than tiiple 'under the new solid
waste regulations.
Curd, however, said he has
received no calls concerning residents' views on the proposed solid
waste changes.
Higdon said that while many of
•,
_o_rt ,tlie agenda
bson eould
waite,: !or
!7'.+‘;
•
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Paducah firm to design
MSU special events center
nme. accordir,g ro Warren, whose
7m also designed MSU's Curtis
Manny Lodge, I Tint**
Center, on of the most innovative
I.
officials will meet haildings ot its Sind when it was
I ; n Tr7Rnr
ar;i1:1CetS within two week, to ;
hegin preliminary drawings of the
Other %1St projects designed by
ncv, S;() million special events .ne !irm include Faculty Hall,
:enter, a.cording to one of the Waterfield 'Library. Wilson Hall
ais- n ;,...ts assigned to the project renoyanons. and a _portion of the
Bos Scout talusuern renovations
Peck, Flannery, tiream and Wartrm is eur.tently working on a
lt:e
ren Inc. of Paducah was awarded
n- nary stuth for several art
pre
the bid to design the new fatilits
1,1iliorics at MSC. Warren said
ty the Kentucks
Denananent of Finance, according_
'
11)..:41' • 14i
gC4./.
- nialS
Nick .Warren
Or the facility's constructicaa has
'
"
Ic1.1!4: tor completion, of
reached approximately $600.000.
• J.-sae- a 471 hi c.,;:rnate;:i
orCing to reports,
Iftar.s tor the arena include 7.500
nannanent seats with an additional
retractable seats Wt1Ch
make the center open to host
a;:ae range of activities, from
Staff Report

Wilkinson to address legislators
Ai.
K..
:
lio,....:.,Speaker Don filandfonf
'mciegislative icaders were
:anr to extend the usuaf CO4r..
.iss;ng Gov Wallace Va'ilki7., ,aeak to the General AssenW.ISinson was schedtaie
a! ses,

A arena. to ne ickaled on
sL,10. ol Stewart Stadium.
• taa,ar ,arena

4 DAYS ONLY!

Wednesday through Saturday, Jan. 16th-19th

page
.
(Con:
lost': jour land
alre
e'dhafvreom
aild a lot of our infrastructure. So
we don't have much to lose. If it
means the flattening of Kuwait is
the liberation of Kuwait, I would
say yes.''
France's six-point plan Calls for
U.N. peacekeeping forces to
replace the multinational force currently in the Persian Gulf, and nonaggression guarantees for Iraq,
once it pulls its troops from
Kuwait.
The most controversial aspect is
a -call for a peace conference on
Palestine.. -at an appropriate time"
and with the appropriate structure," after Iraq's withdrawal from
Kula a:t.
Ambassador Thomas R.
-Pickering -appeared to reject the
proposal. saying. "We do not
hellcat: the creation of linkage ... is
a oultr:b,:tion. Any effort should
come from Saddam Hussein."
Alone among leading Western
nations, France has suggested the
Palcstinian issue might be part of a
peaceful resolution of the giilf crisis. Iraq has said it would only consider leaving Kuwait if Israel left
the occupied territories.
With Israel flatly rejecting such
a possibility, the United States and
- allies oppose any link:
its other F.(
age of Kuwait to Palestine.
The Yemeni plan was similar to
the French one. It differed in calling for the multinational forces in
the region to be withdrawn "as
soon as Iraq accepts the principle
of skithdrasval:' asking the Security Council to implement all resolutions on the Arab-Israeli -onflict;
,Ind ending the U.N.-decreed
-arnhargo on Iraq.
A high-level Yemeni delegation
met Saddam on Monday, and Presiaein Ali Ahdullah Saleh said in
San'a, Yemen, that "the Americans have accepted the proposal.''
But that could not immediately he
corifirana
Secretary;-Of State James A-.13aker III said in Ottawa he was aware
of Yemen's ,proposal. But in
Washington, an administration official said it was "not a going proposal" because it contained the
unacceptable call for a Mideast
neace conference.

Dangerous curve...
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Assoc,at•d Pr•ss Writ•r

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- The special session of the Gel
Assembly is off to a slow start
introduetiorr of bills dealing. ith
only three of the dozen items
included on Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's agenda.
W'ilkinson's legislative liaison,
Tom Dorman, said Monday many
of the hills are in the hands of legislative sponsors, who can choose
when to file them.
"We're dealing with legislators
on most of those bills. The timing
hasn't been solely ours," Dorman
said.
But the delays only served to
further frustrate House Speaker
Don Blandford.
"I. think anything we're considering this session could have been
handled floes, more productively,
in a regu,lar session," said Blandford. "I don't think we need to be
here."
The administration's solid-waste
bill was introduced in the House
and Senate on the first day of the
session Monday. The bill to provide incentives to Delta Air Lines
to expand at Greater Cincinnati
International Airport Was introduced in the Senate as was a measure to extend the income-tax filing
deadline for military personnel who
are oserseas in Operation Desert
Shield.
Still to be introduced are proposals to impose tougher penalties for
drunken driving, to outlaw vote-
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ahead, England said, "If ;the word
of the top National Guards units in
Kentucky, it has been proven. We have been trained to do this and even
though it is a hardship on those around us, our family and close friends,
we are ready to go and do our part. We have been trained to do everything necessary."
Bryan said that as a student at Murray State University, he has had to
prepare family and friends. "You have to 'talk to them throughout the
wait I bought my books for this semester, but it is kind of hard to study
and pretend that nothing is going to happen.
As :ar as preparation for; what lies
,orrles, our morale is high. We are one
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Bumette making his case
to legislators before vote
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Assoctat•d

Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Even
before the matter of impeachment
is taken up in the General Assembly, Agriculture Commissioner
Ward "Butch" Ournette is trying
to make his case to the 38 people
who would decide his fate.
Burnette sent a letter to each
member of the state Senate pleading for leniency and understanding
and asking for them to avoid mak-

753-0362

'11,Fiennys

buying. to provide incentives for
Scott Paper Co. in Owensboro, to
increase the amount of coalseverance tax returned to counties
and to remove an irregularity in
sentencing laws.
Other items on the agenda are
legislative confirmation of Wilkinson's appointments to the State
Board of Education and Council on
Education Technology.
Blandford, D-Philpot, said all of
the items on Wilkinson's agenda
would receive legislative consideration, but he declined to speculate
whether all would pass.
"I wouldn't want to predict
that," Blandford said.
He also said 14 items were too
many to place on'a special session
agenda. But Dorman noted that
some requests for additions came
from lawmakers, including Blandford himself.
Senate Majority Leader Joe
Wright of Flamed said he expected
the session to last three weeks, but
Blandford said there was no way to
predict.
The first work on one item on
the agenda was to being today.
Blandford said he will appoint five
or seven members to a committee
to consider the case for impeachment of Agriculture Commissioner
Ward "Butch" Bumette.
Bumette's appeals of his 1990
theft conviction are rapidly running
out and Blandford said the committee could begin meeting next week.
Despite some reservations, legislators did invite Wilkinson to
address a joint session today.

(Cont'd from page 1)
field exercises. These people are being MP qualified, and will return
Jan. 19.
At that point. England said, "The 614th unit will be MP strength at 100
percent this coming weekend."
'We arc combat military police in that we are trained to do everything
necessary. People generally think of MP's as men in white hats, however
ashne hat duty,' is a thing of the past," said England.
The unit consists of everyone from cooks. administration, nuclear bioana.cal aheraisis and maintenance.
-Inc 614th unit has two sister units based in Louisville which have been
nat. ina; alert and have been activated. The 223rd unit and the 438th unit
not ,ire in uptraining mobilization, with probable duty on Desert Shield.
These three units are all part of the 198th Battalion.
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(Conrd from page 1)
involved a Hopkinsyille family
whose car collided with a tractortrailer -truck.
?Most accidents are locals who
are too familiar with the road,"
Puryear Said. those individuals
who are acctamated to the road,
may not approach the curve with as
much caution.
"We are going to do our best to
help the situation," he added, "but
anytime a roadway has hills and
curves, people will occassionally
have accidents."
-Dorothy Peters, a member of the
action committee and the victim of
accident at "Tucker's
CiiiiVe said, at the sharPest point
of the - curve, it is worst-than just
running off the road, because the
dropoff is very steep.
For this reason, her group is asking for "flashing signs, so that the
driver's lights will catch the sign at
night." "It is hard for drivers to meet
each other and stay on their side of
the road,abe.cause the driver on the
right side of the road is trying to
avoid the steep dropoff on his side.
Peters said the committee, cornposed of concerned business people
from both communities, have been

Special session begins
with little work to do

WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thrv Feb. 11.
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

_
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ing a decision on him.
"In no way do I want to put you
In a situation of having to make a
decision on me as commissioner of,
agriculture," Btrnette said in the.
letter. "I know it does not benefit
you as a legislator to have to do
this." The letters were delivered to the
Capitol on Friday, but not to individual senators. Instead, the copies
were collected to keep the lawmakers from seeing potentially prejudicial material.
Impeachment proceedings
against Burnette could begin- in the
House within the week and if that
happens, the state ,Senate would
determine whether he would stay in
office. .
Burnette was convicted of theft a
year ago for placing a female
employee on the department payroll before she actually began
working. He has recently tried to
raise questions about the credibility;
of the chief prosecution witness
and much of the four-page letter to,
senators is spent making that case.
In the letter, Burnctte blasts the
credibility of John Moore, the
Agriculture Department employee
who was the -primary witness
against him. Burnette also mentioned his own service in the legislature and said lawmakers do not
want to have to decide his fate.
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Salon Hours:
Mon -Fri. 9-8
Sal. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Store Hours.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

To Better Serve You
NW.' 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

6I1 N.

1

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
75:1-2:1$11
Olympic Plaza

Firemen respond
to smoke scare
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The Murray Fire Dcpartment
responded to a smoke scare early
this morning at Racer Arena,
according to a department
spokesperson
Smoke was reported in the Racer
Room of the facility but no fire
was found after firemen arrived
around 12:03 a.m., according to
reports.
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Maintaining an old house's original wood clapboards is one of the
major components of a successful
restoration. It's usually not a difficult thing to do. In most cases, you
should be able to make spot repairs
or replace damaged boards for the
end result of a unified period
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exterior.

As you can imagine, the comMANY AMENITIES grace this modest-sized design. The living room mon
problem with lots of old clapfeatures sliding glass doors to the outdoor living room, a fireplace and a
board
is that it tends to split and
bay window. The kitchen features a unique breakfast balcony that conveniently offers stairs to a basement recreation room. Closet space is ample crack over time. If the split or
in each of the three bedrooms, and a linen closet and two other closets are crack is small, often restorers simply glue the board back together
in the hall.
again, without causing much dist"rharice to the rest of the side.
Use a good waterproof glue, then
clamp the split together until it
dries. You can do this by driving
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How to equip and care for
fireplaces without fire hazard

ader Joe
c expected
weeks, but
no way to

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
----Everyone enjoys the sight, sound
and smell of a crackling fire on a
brisk winter day, but starting and
maintaining a safe, smokeless fire
- takes some planning and special
care.
Here are some tips: '
Before you strike a match, be
sure your fireplace is properly
equipped. You should have:
— Andirons or a grate to permit
air flow from beneath the blaze.
- - A screen to contain sparks.
Sturdy functional fireplace
took.
-- Dry, well -seasoned wood.
Hardwood burns longer than softwood and deposits less creosote.(a
sticky -black residue created by
burning wood) on the chimneY.
A working smoke detector
and fire extinguisher.
Starting the Fire:
Clean out all but two inches of
ashes and open the chimney
damper.
Next, -follow these steps:'
I. Lay a large log across the
back of the andirons and a slightly
smaller log, preferably a slab
placed flat side in, about four
inches in front of it.
2. Fill the trough between the
two logs with a few sheets of tightly crumpled, black -and -white
newspaper.
3. On top, place loosely
crisscrossed pieces of dry kindling
no more than I inch in diameter.
4. Lay -a '- small log on top.
5: set a match to the newspaper.
6. After the fire takes hold, see
that the top log gradually settles
between the lower two.
7. Keep pushing the front log
toward the rear; replace it when
space allows. Add another top log,
if desired.
_S.. _When the hack ..fog . burns
through, _lay a replacement on top
and gradually work it into position
by drawing the fragments of the
original forward.
Problem,s?
If the fire fails to ignite or if it
smokes, one or more of the following may be the problem:
— The chimney may need
cleaning.
-- The room may need more air:
open a window.
— 'Air may be flowing down the
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chimney (the flame of a lighted
match held in the flue opening
blows downward). Turn off any
exhaust fans. Start an upward draft
of air by holding a burning newspaper "torch" beneath the flue
opening.
There may be problems with
the fireplace structure. •
Maintaining the Fireplace and
Chimney:
— Clean the fireplace and hearth
at least once a week during the
months you use it. Vacuum or
brush up ashes, then wipe down the
hearth with a damp cloth or
sponge. Sprinkling damp tea leaves
over the ashes helps keep down the
dust.
— Clean the walls of the firebox
(where the fire is laid) with a dry
bristle brush or the dusting - attacbment of the vacuum cleaner. (Be
sure to. wash and dry: the attachment before using it on any other
surface.) Don't s- crub the firebrick
or cement block with water. it may
reduce heat retention.
--- Dust brass and iron fireplace
tools and fire screens regularly.
Wash brass tools occasionally with
warm sudsy water, rinse and dry. If
iron tools feel sticky, rub them
with a cloth moistened with kerosene. Be sure to dry them thoroughly before placing them near
the fire.
— The damper. a movable plate
that adjusts the draft, should work
easily and fit snugly. If it is stiff,
spray its hinge or pivot points with
silicone lubricant and manipulate
the handle until it works freely. If
the damper doesn't close completely, remove creosote deposits
around ,it with a putty knife. If
there arc still gaps when it is shut,
fill the spaces with furnace cement.
---- Periodically check the structural, integrity of your fireplace - and
chimney. Look for loose bricks,
gaps in the Mortar, or an obstruction in the chimney. Use a flashlight to inspect the inside or parts
that pass through the attic. Repair
any defects.
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will, be offered in
future columns.)
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Q. — I have a home with finished aluminum soffits, fascias,
gutters and window trim. I would
like to paint these a different color.
Is this possible? And, if so, will I
be repainting every four years and
lose out on the benefits of aluminum trim?
A. — Not to worry. PPG Industries has a latex paint specifically
formulated for repainting prefinished aluminum siding and trim.
It's called Metal Siding Refinish,
and comes in a variety of colors to
match current popular siding colors. If the surface is prepared correctly and the paint properly
applied, it will last for about 10
years. This compares favorably
with many older types of prefinished aluminum siding which
required painting after about 10
years. The product can also be used
on unfinished aluminum after applying a primer.
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(For further information on any
home problem, write to: Popular
Mechanics, Readers Service
Bureau, 224 West 57th Street, New
York, NY 1 00 19.

nails below the tower edge of the
damaged hoard, tering them up so
they brace the pieces together.
Small wood blocks secured with a
nail or two will do tne same thing.
Be careful the na[ls don't spill the
siding
If you find hoards that are
damaged beyond repair, spots
where warping, rot and the weath,.r
have taken their toll on old wood.
you can usually cut out the ha
piece and replace
ith a freshly
milled clapboard.
Use a, hacksaw to cut out the
freshly damaged vection. Angle it
carefully while you 'irk to avoid
cutting the siding
After the
board is cut, a sharp hammer and
chisel is usually all that's needed to
remove pieces of ;he damaged
wood. Chances arc the board is
nailed to the

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nowsloaturos

Selecting the right wallpaper is
easier than actually hanging it.
But the job shouldn't cause
undue anxiety if you understand
some basic techniques. Wall preparation and layout are critical to a
good looking job and are just as
important as the actual installation
or hanging process.
The first step in hanging wallpaper should be sizing the walls.
This makes it easier to slide the
paper around without tearing'while
you ali-gn the pattern. Because it
seals the wall, sizing makes paper
easier to remove at a later date.
Premixed sizing is easier to use,
but more expensive than the type
you mix. Either is simple to apply.

Use a paint roller and pan to spread
the somewhat w dlery solution.
When it's dry, the wall is ready' for
papering.
When hanging a wal:paper with
a light-colored background on a
dark wall, you may he able to see
the wall where there's minute misalignment between seams. Prime
dark walls with a coat of inexpensive white latex primer or use a
combination primer-sizing.
Begin your layout by establishing vertical guidelines to help you
position the paper. Even with
guidelines there's sure to be some
misalignment between the first and
last sfrip.- --of ,paper_ you. hang.. To
.Conceal this. lay out your Job so
you start and Hish in an inconspicuous spot. such as user a door. a
window or on the ,r...ast conspicuous

Home theater and custom audiovideo installations are on their way
to becoming the status symbols of
the '90s.
These audio-video systems can
provide concert hall sound and theater realism to discs and movies,
and hold a strong allure for
consumers.
But, according to the editors of
Video Magazine, electronics installations of this nature involve more
than just connecting wires and
plugging in components:
In 1989, the custom electronics
installation industry did over S400
million in sales and services,
according to industry sources. This
money was spent by consumers
who paid experts for their knowledge of electrical systems, audiovideo components, carpentry, home
design and how all these should go
together.
Finding a reputable installer can
be difficult, and the effects of a
poorly installed custom setup can
'wreak havoc on an entertainment
system. Improperly placed or
shielded wires can cause interfer-
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6 Oceanfront Hotels
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There are three requirements a
company must ,pass in order H
become a CEDIA member:
First, the company' needs to tia.:
been in business under the _same
name for at leag two years. Se,.
ond, the company must be properly
insured to do home contracting.
Lastly, the company needs at least
three trade references that vouch
for its integrity, i.e., manufacturers,
sales repre-sentatives,- other installers, CIC.
CEDIA is dedicated to getting
homeowners the installation that's
right for their budget and their
house.
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Ask about our
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Oceans Eleven Resorts
2025 South Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach Shores FL3 .
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MYERS

VJ

MYERS
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. Ends
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Op*n Mon-Frt 7-5 Sat 8-12

23-91

Ma-MC-Discover

Cash & Carr),

PANELING
Mushroom Hickory, '5.99
Tanbark Hickory

$6.49

Brighton Oak .

$9.79
11.29

Snerw000 Oak

$9.89

Silver Ash

$9.29

Hillside Oak

Suntlair Birch E. E-glish Chestnut

3
tic

'9.79

Classes will meet three days a week for eight weeks with the following schedule:

-

Ls/

association that :fan clrect
consumers to accrddited installers
in their areas is the Custom Electronic Decign & Installation Association (CEDIA), a nationwide
non-profit trade organization whose
members are companies that specialize in .installing electronic
entertainment, automation, security
and communication systems in the
home.
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DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

ence and bad reception. Speakers
mounted in the si!•rong position
yield distorted sound.

By ,VIDEO MAGAZINE
For AP Nowstoalures

requ,res
pdpc..6 pat.
alignment)
Make a light tiene.. n-,ark or, tr.:
paper at the ceihng Then rrea.,r,
down from the cc .ng and mark
the distance that the wall • h,2Add 1 inch to this n..:asurerner.,
trim at the bottom \lake a
Cut with a pair it sc.sstirs
across the paper a'. ;r.c at
the fold as a gu,d,_
strip •-Test fit th], s:r.n
To cut the se—,r,d s'r
the paper and lay it
strip Move up Inc pane' AOt I
icd
pattern matches the
,hou:d always be at the :on it tl
ir,ches
roll) Cut the paper so
longer at the bottom leavirn:

lop (If )OUT

ik.d up a roll of paper where
you want to begin. Make a pencil
mark equal to the paper's width
minus
-inch. Use a carpenter's
level or chalkline to make a vertical plumb line through this mark.
Align the edge of your first strip
-inch
to he narallel and about
inside toe layout line. This prevents
the line from showing through the
seam. but keeps the paper's edge
close enough for accurate
alignment
Don't cut the first strip by measuring it. Take the roll over to the
wall and unroll enough paper to
reach -from the floor to the ceiling.
Holet_the paperin:place at the cell.,
• ing and move it up and down so
sou have a complete pattern at the

Home theater, custom audio vidco
sound becoming trend for thc '90s

The Adult Learning Center, at Murray State University, is offering
free classes for adult students in English grammar and general mathematics.

Math
English

II the nail is visible from the sur- hoard in the course te
face, try to pull it out If not, you'll
Because of vertical-gia.:.
have to insert small wooden
boards' limited expans,on and con
wedges or a screwdriver up under
traction. this is the he,,t way
the siding to pry it out slightly to install this type of siding
cut the nails with a hacksaw.
recommend 5d galvanized w.
If you must start from scratch
nails. Their thin shank, oi roury;
and re-side an old (or new) house
prevents the 4•()()d from sp
with clapboard, the following
If you are working only or:
installation tips and techniques will
side of the house, th,:n.you
guide you.
have the exn,t• .r
Traditionally, most beveled clapboards were layered from the hot- clapboards rr
•
tom up. It's still the preferred way• sides of
on a clavioa7i
to side today.
board that's s is
The historic way the hand-rived
hoards were secured to the struc- down. Since a
ture is also the one that those mill- lap IS necessary
r
ing riltsawn clapboards today clapboards to keep
recommend: nailing through two tight, you'fil get,e7
courses. Spaced less than an inch :1 -inch exposure
above the butt of the clapboard, the hoards a. r.d
ores.
na Is also penetrate the top of the

Understanding basic techniqiies ol \;;;111 paper hanging discussed

. . . . -. . . . . . . _._. _. _
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iceedings
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Maintain wood clapboards in restoration of old homes
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PANELING
ABITIBI PASTEL n%
NAILS
79 MOULDINGS Lt)Off

8:30-10..00 a.m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
10:30-12.-00
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
Room 206 - Roy Stewart Stadium.

Reg Price

3 a: box

DECORATIVE
WALL PANELS
Country Ftair
11.99
11.89
Petite Duck

Classes are for anyone 16 or older who wish to brush up on basic skills in
preparation for the GED,the ACT college entrance exam,or just personal
satifaction. These classes have open enrollment and are sponsored by the
Kentucky Department for Adult and Technical Education and the Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach at Murray State University.

Petite Floral

$12.99

U.S.G. CUSTOM WHITE
12X12 CEILING TILE

For more information
telephone 762-6971 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 Monday through Friday.

320 sq „

81.,,dy

State University is an
equal education and employment inshhihon.
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REMODELING
or BUILDING?

$v,

SEE US FIRST FOR

Kitchen Cabinets
Counter Tops
Cabinet 'Hardware
Stop by and let us show
you our display
and give you our
Low, Low Everyday Price!
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Day ofInfamy 1991

Letters to the Editor

War in Iraq could bring
sabotage acts to Kentucky,
..-

i! or
e t)
to believe that a lot -of Iraqi Nat:lona:. that live in the U.S won't be
Iraq syrrpathiters, and that will
mean a lot of sabotage President
nrOnSed
nked.
,
be a sahote-r,
sery serio.s matter, part Of the
for-gb: here in :be
d
;r
t
l,i;t:
J..

lye _heard the stories nundreds
of times — so often that I imagine
I actually lived them. I wasn't born
antil after World War II, so it 1,
impossible that I could remember
'et I can hear the crackling voice
on the radio. Sunday morning after
Mass,41.naght have interrumd an
inisode of "The Quit Kids,' or
'r
,
* roken into a song by Bing Crost.
or Glenn Miller
My family had reeenth moied .
to the -cctuntry- — Long island -where- my-lather wfrked-for Newsda.% The larger .metropolitan daily
he'd worked for in Westchester
folded the year before, another
casualty of the Great Depression.
Ms mother and father met in the
;ate .1920's when they both worked
at the same newspaper, and they
w ".Is described that era in roaring
and r'otoas terms During the day,
.7cn made fortunes on the stock
rnarkct with the same ease that they
m.ght toss a tip to a shoeshine boy
in Grand Central Station Al night,
w, ,mr.r. In diamonds and furs
strolled down Broadway with these
now dressed in tails
same trcn
ahdIi
The 1:111N:l stopped the day of the
stock market srash "Millionaires

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
Wait SlfeCI.• ms tamer said. I pictured men in hankers' gray suits
floaung,throug-h the air. dollar-bills
t-reaming from their pockets.
My parents had arrived in 1933.
"The height of the depression." my
mother always termed that year.
They marled a family right away,
and by '41 ttre were three children — two girls and a boy — and a
budget stretched- ta-ghter,than thOse
i]trns white curtains on a wooden
drsing frame.
On Long Island. they rented a
duplex - •'half a house" — my
mother calls it, as if it were missing something They lived side=hyside with an old German couple
who gave my sisters and brother a
wooden -vy-lopbon-e a-but -survived

until well after I was born, in 1946.
Though my parents never made any
connection between their aged

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko

Is 'New World Order' worth
blood of American soldiers?

I

1",r ri1/4

hf confess. Yes. I
wrote a scornful column
pre:ntious folly of buytour.tain pens,
...,
which have to he refilled and pampered, when a cheap plastic hall
point !H tlet the job done just as
.5-

. ....•
L
and aieg, or

//aF.a.tHx: 1/r
NY

LOOKING BACK

I told her I had written: "To
Jeanette, Best Wishes. Mike R.o . ko," as she had requested.
She shook her head and said:
"No, it says T6- J. some •kind oh
hump, h and c. then it-s.a.y,'s Barr
Wisies. And Mrk
I looked at it. She was right. 1
tihd written what appeared to
"Bark Wisles, Mrk Rjlo."
c
It's an embarrassing thought.
I've signed some that were bought
as gifts. I could hear someOne
ing: "Oh, thank you. Just what T
wanted: A book personally
inscribed 'Bar( Wisles,' by 'Mrk
Jjlo.' I'll treasure it always."
1 had assumed that my penman bp had slipped because I do

as uric Il
L-Jtes
and t!h:•
Oh: tip more de
la`irliCT and take notes
fichesre me, the
hp pens don't d1!.
And that's we. I ;:ow
I irst fountain nen l'se had s,r,ec tI
,ball point hit the market. I base
leaf of being.mislaken for a c
pie. since I still wear a nerd wa:
complete with ttns. ca!,-alator
alarm huiter and pl.Istic
Iwo American car N.
spaghetti, flio, :`,.!•!.:• •
It will take me a wti,]e to adius•
to the fountain pen,- rememberin..
tIf take the cap o!! !:rt. and I•AH.cal things like,

Today In History

(stflOhlF1F111'1

By JO BURKEEN

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

dr • :IIPO

ass.t)7.:

I. I)

In 1976, Sara Jane Moore was sentenced to life in .prison for her
attempt to shoot President Ford in San Francisco.
In 1978, Lisa Levy and Margaret Bowman, two students at Florida
State University in Tallahassee, were murdered in their sorority house.
(Theodore Bundy was later convicted of the crime.)
trr•1913, Meyer tansky,-the-repured underworld patriarch - who- never
served a major prison. term, died in Miami Beach, Fla., at age 81.
In 1987, entertainer Ray Bolger, perhaps best known for his role as the
Scarecrow in the 1939 MGM musical -The Wizard of Oz," died in Los
Angeles at age 83.
Ten years ago: The United States received a new proposal from Iran on
terms for freeing the 52 American hostages. The TV police drama "Hill
Street Blues" premiered as a limited-run series on NBC..

to 56 ,r,
(
ILgh
S:a:e
•s.ore.rs were Don ( .7.: for
•av and Roe: I.e.: for
ort.$ .ttars ago

,skethall games.
Siath Marshall
County High het.
team Scorers were
or M7riny, Shcr7ian
:'an • lor South Marshall. Pete
Calloway. ad Pember

ritten mail 1 receu,
Reading those neat
oLcurred to me that my
mg had deteriorated user the ‘L';t7-•
-WS ,.b.econw. embarrassirtg. Recen-,
tly, I was signing copies of one of
mv hooks in a hook shop. A
woman looked at her inscriptIon
and asked: "What does that say

But 1
cw days. the letters
other ;las. I a 0:rapn..-Jstarted corr:ng in from confirmed
book. And I was
to see
fountain pen users, calling me an
- Bari Wisle,
uninformed fool and explaining
shy they refer the old nib.
\Irk RJ.
And Inc ad
..1 an not. a s•uppie. I'm a granny." one woman wrote, "and I use
fountain for one very simple reason: it writes better. Those cheap_
ball points that you prefer slide all
over the place. And felt tip pens
flatten out and before long it looks
,ikc writing a.,th a paint roller,That's essentially what all of
tbrn wrote And I'knew they were
I Way -is- uesdartanuary- t5tk-the-- 15th day- of-199t. ThereBri.' 350 '
being truthful because they proleft .in the .year..
.dayi
_
the "teTTerS,
Today's Highlight in History:
. On Jan. 15, 1929, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was bora in
cou:1 read every word, every
Atlanta.
letter, every punctuation mark.
On this date:
That's. in contrast to the illegibility
England's Queen Elizabeth I was crowned in Westminster
of about 50 percent of the bandAbbey.
In1559,
In 1777, the people of New Connecticut declared their independence
(The tiny republic later became the:state of Vermont.)
In 1870, the Democratic party was represented as a donkey for the first
time
in a cartoon by Thomas Nast in Harper's Weekly,
t 5'Lo,ftird rwilui• Syndics,* Im
In 1919, pianist and statesman Ignace Paderevvski became the first premier of the newly-created republic of Poland.
In 1943, work was completed on the Pentagon. headquarters of the U:S.
Department of Defense.
In 1967, the Green 'Bay Packers of the National Football League
defeated the Kansas City Chiefs of the American Football League 35-10
in the first Super Bowl,
In 1973, President Nixon announced the suspension of all U.S. offensive action in North Vietnam.
a

ti -if

hands for her little girls'. braids
sometime during the war. "Lady."
the man behind the counter
demanded,"don't.you know there's
a war going on?"
And none of use can resist smiling at the tale of my brother, about
7 when the war stared, who thought
the initials G.I. stood for General
Eisenhower.
Because I didn't live through
that war, I. experience it through
the hate of family memories. My.
father, who'd fought in World War
I, was too old for this one. And
there was no one else in my immediate or extended family who was
eligible to serve either, so there
was no legacy of graves to visit, no
fading pictures of young soldiers
who never made it through Guadalcanal or Bataan.
As I write this column, we arc
counting down to war. At any time
in the next few days. radios and
televisions may interrupt regui.:7
programming to announce anothei
day of infamy, but it that happens.
this one will be different.
If there_isan. attack. it won't
surprise, and it is difficult to ,
gine that today's children
hack on all this with sweet ,'•
from the rast that mak,:

Clearly, there's ink on his face

:

n fcJr. ago

neighbors and der Fuhrer, I always
associated that toy with Hitler,
somehow-. The tuneless music it
produced was hollow and clunky,
the soundtrack of a bad dream.
Just as possible from my generation can recall exactly where they
were when John F. Kennedy was
shot, my mother remembers the
Day of Infamy with the clarity that
accompanies great tragedy. She
remembers.the voice on the radio,
and initial disbelief.
.She.. says she broke down and
cried when she heard the bulletin
that the Japanese had bombed Pearl
Harbor at dawn, Dec., 7, 1941.
”You just couldn't believe anything
like that could happen," she says.
For the next four years she lived
in constant fear, worrying how she
would get to the children if there
were an enemy attack while they
were at school. And she never got
used to the sound of the planes
from Mitchell Field flying overhead at night. "We were never sure
whether they were ours," she
recalls.
Stories of 'victory gardens, ration
hooks alid - Sliatages of just about
everything are part of ihe family.
history. My mother laughs when
she tells of trying to get rubber-

manager of W
,
Fred Tobacco Car
As“s.:ation. •
Al..rray and Calloway (
.lr share of rain yes:.
streams around town A
from column, "Seen „!...
Around Marray". by James
;11!ams.
high'school basketball games,
Murray Hign beat Mayfield, Cuba
heat Murray Training. New Concord beat Lynn Grove and Almo
,beat-Smithland. High team scorers
were Will Mac Jones' for Murray
High, Barlow for Mayfield, Crittenden for Cuba. Jackson for Murray Training. Rowland for New
Concord, Howard for Lynn Grove,
Phillips for Almo and klatheny for
Smithland.
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Five years ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev proposed eliminating nuclear weapons by the year 2000, starting with a 50-percent cut in
strategic missiles and scrapping all U.S. and Soviet medium-range weapons in Europe.

N.4.ALTER L APPER SON. Publisher
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MARY ANN ORR. Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM. Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
The Money lawkwr& ram fusrs las no,

One year ago: A computer problem disrupted AT&T's long-distance
service for about nine hours, keeping millions of calls from being. completed: Soviet leader Gorbachev and the Soviet Presidium declared a state
of emergency in parts of Azerbaijan and Armenia in the wake of escalating ethnic violence.

The Murray Ledger & I urri is publ abed every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,Or arras
Day, Sew Year s Day and Thankkgrving Day by Murray tiewspapers Inc , 1001 Whatnell LM.
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Clam Postage Paid at Mwmay, Ky 42071
SI BUItIPTIO% RATES In areas served by canters $5 00 pa month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardan, Mayfiekl, Sedalia and Parrnalion. Ky and Pans.
Buchanan and Wryer, Tn , $57 00 pa year By mail to other desturustsons $64 50 pa year
to reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753 1916
The Murray ledger & limes Ill a member of the Associatexl Press Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Set...papa Publishers Areaciesion
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news animated by The Murray Ledger &
Times

Today's Birthdays. Actor Lloyd Bridges is 78. The Archbishop of New
York, John J. O'Connor, is 71. Actress Margaret O'Brien is 54. Singer
Captain Beefheart is 50. Actress-singer Charo is 40.
Thought for Today: "I refuse to accept the idea that the 'is-ness' of
man's present nature makes him morally incapable of reaching up for the
'ought-ness' that forever confronts him." — Martin Luther King Jr.
(1929-1968).
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Murray Ledger St Times
Material for this page •vas submitted by the administrative staffs Of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools
1753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).
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Fifth grade students, part of Mrs. Pittman's, Mrs. Turner's and Mrs.
Cherry's classes at Southwest Calloway Elementary, volunteer to
work with the 4-year-old program.

Third and fourth grade students, part of Marie McMillen's and Lesa
Watson's chkses at North Calloway. Elementary,
the Murray
Post Office after studying the proper way to write letters, address
enselopes and Stamp. Pictured front row from left are Christy Perry,
Brad Rowland, Benjamin Newton, Kenny Roach, Jesse Crass,(middle
row, from left> Wesley Smith, Shaun Fuqua, Jennifer Dumas, (back
row, from left> Josh \hies and tour guide Brownie Jones.
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Third graders at Carter Elementary School \kited Murray State Lnisersity tele% ision. and radio stations during their special unit on communications. Janet Keane'., director of the NISI radio station is pictured with students.
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The Kentucky Division of Forestry came to talk to Terri Hjetland's
preschool class at Southwest Calloway Elementary about forest fires.
Pictured front row, from left, are Calloway County Fire Ranger Ron
Talent (middle row, from left) Terez Hjetland, Glen Bayless, Smokey
the Bear, (hack row, from left)- Brittany Gremore. and Stephanie
field.
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Th& students in Marie McMillen's third grade class at North Calloway Elementary had a tasting party after studying the five senses.
Each was blindfolded to taste different foods. Pictured front row,
from left are Tony Durham, Jesse Crass, (middle row, from left)
Jason Hargrove, Jason Fortner, Teresa Brown,(third row, from left)
Benjamin Newton, Brent -%hart, Kenny Roach and Brenda Steele.

Fri Oliver from Taiwan recently 'taught kindergarten children in
Rebecca Cunninghanirs class about "orikattiirChinest paper folding.
The children made birds, sleighs and Christmas, trees for Christmas
ornaments. Pictured in the front row are:Michelle I. nderwood, Bobby Banks, Fei Oliver, Stanley %Vard. Angela (Aker.

,•"•."-,!tor
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As part'of a unit on handicapped awareness, students in Mrs. Debbra
Puckett's kindergarten class at East Calloway County Elementary
simulated handicaps. They got an idea of how a handicapping condition might make everyday activities difficult. Pictured front row,
from left, are Mack Allen Bucy, Rose Litchfield, Dustin Dodd,(back
row, from TelYTUreg Billitigten, Marc t;ipsnn,-David Litchfieht-Car-lene Stewart and- Rick Mar!"

Students in the sixth grade at Calloway County Middle School work
on their science lesson at the Learning Lab recently set up at CCMS.
Jackie Abbott is the teacher in charge. Pictured from left are Larry
Jackie- Awn, Trade Bialotk_muLlehn Bugden.

The second graders at Robertson Elementary School sent gifts to L.S.
servicemen in Saudi Arabia instead of exchanging gifts among themselves during the Christmas season. Pictured are Alan Clement, Nancy Tam, Alexina Charette, Wendy Logan and Karl Najdek.
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Fifth grade students, part of Diana Cothran's, Linnie Hooks' and Stacy McCuiston's classes at East Calloway County Elementary, had
guest speakers Ricky Edwards and Alan Jones from the Disaster and
Emergency Service. They told about the services they provide, showed
the equiptment they use and spoke to the group about earthquake
preparedness. Pictured front row, from left, are Chris Burkeen, Ben
Mjos, (back row, from left) Rickie Edwards and speakers Ricky
Edwards and Alan Jones.

Yvette- W. Pyte's Honor Chemistry—I students at—C-alloway-County
High.School make models of covalent molecules from Play-Doh and
toothpicks. Pictured above are Krystal Foley and Darra Mitchell. Pictured below are VIn Pittman and Barry Ward.

Sandy Cantrell's second graders at Robertson Elementary School
received letters from the American soldiers in Saudi Arabia.. Pictured in the front row, left to right are: Nlikey Lope/. Tre%or Killip and •
Brytani Darnell. In the middle row are: Jonathan Duncan and Kayla
Olise. Seated in the hack row are as_folliiws: tubri Stroud, William
Vince, Candy Stockwell. \lexina Charette and ,Arnher laweren(e.
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Students in Mr. David Foley's science class at Calloway County
Middle School look at leases through a microscope. Pictured from left
are sixth graders Edwina Hargrove and Nathon Brandon.
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Hazel club has incetiiN

Brooke Leslin Salley born

Athletic Boostersrivill meet

Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Salley. 2220 Woodgate Dr... Murray. art the
parents of a daughter. Brooke Leslin.weighing, 10 pounds two ounces.
measuring 211/4 inches, born on Monday. 1in. 7, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have one son. Ben, 8. The mother is the former
Linda House. The father is a veterinarian with West Side Veterinary Service. Grandparents are Mrs. Betty House and the late Lester House and
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Salley. all of Memphis. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Outela Salley of Memphis. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Llalla Radford of Obion. Tenn.

Hospital releases reports

Nirs. Phil Liddle. left. and Mrs. Harold 1111kinson xxere hostesses for
the December meeting of Ilaorl ‘10man's Club. X dinner %44% at
Dumplin•s in Niurrax before the group oent to the ‘Silkinson home
for dessert and secret pal gift exchange. Mrs. Hughes Bennett. president, presided. ‘trs. 11ilkinson gaxe the decotittn. Others present
we-rt UriiitiMes fackie--Burrteroorth, Jimmx-ffutterooi lb.
Gerald Gallimorr. Bill Hudson. Charles s. knoll, James R. Latimer.
Laurence Oxerhx, Carotin Parks, rommx Paschall, Gar. Sion, Noel
Thomas. Jot Fhompson. Bruxe .‘% iRon. members, and Mark paschal'
and Lent% Bennett. neo tut-mixer...1hr cltib silt meet "lhursda. Jan.
18. at 7 p.m. in Ilospitalit? Room of 1 nixersitx Branch of Bank of
Murray

Coming ccents listcd
I ucstla%. lan

io s(1.1%. Ian. 15
11

13

One newborn admission and dis17":s;t• at Murray-Calloway Coun,
t ifo,pital for Friday, Jan. II.
!TCrr reicased --as follows:
Neoborn admission Rame'y habsw--,. parents. Lectria
and S,ott. 4115 Elm St., Apt. 1.
NI...7ra\
Dismissals
M. Betty June Scott, Rt. 7. Box
oci,,rrav: Mrs Charlotte B.
S:hroader and baby boy, Rt. S. Box
Ck-20. Nlurrav.
Mrs. Estelle -Clapp-,
25,
Dkedoin. Tenn.; Jerre S. Thomas,
'-.. Box 637A. Hardin: Hal
Rt. I. PlirVear, Tenn.,
Ll:a Ann Henson and baby
Olive Blvd.. Murray.
\I-, Mar\ Arn Clark. Sol South
s. Murray;
F. Hart. Rtr. 2. Box
Par.. Tenn., Hubert BranCantbury, Murray;
Mr- S",
Hu:son, Box 10.
4.
W:tv, P.O. Box
Wilson, Box
D. Ray. 422 HafriPa7., Tern.
dde Rt. 7, Bk :6.
Mrs A'innic Era

,

Hon:

\1..rra
Mane NI,PlierSr7-“: St Nray,
.•L Ntiler, kt 3. Box
X.1,a‘.. Mrs. NIertie Knight.
Dr . Murray, Merrell
Box I'S(A, R ucha.

4
t
-R
-

Rt. 5, Box 909,..Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Carlene Williams. Rt.
3. Box 105C., Murray, Rance
Lynch. Rt. 1, pox 84-D; Benton:
Adam "-Nefsm. Rt. 6,-Box 114, Max field: James Aaron
McConnell. Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Chambers, Rt. 8. Bolx 865.
Murray:
Kenneth Ray Thorn Jr., Rt. 1.
Box 164. Murray; Mrs. Leona Marie Ramey and .baby boy, 405 Elm.
Xpl. 1. -Murray.
rci

•

One newborn admission, dismissals and two expirations at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Monday. Jan. 14. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
_
Clark baby bus'. parents. Harriet
and Jackie. 421 oaklawn Farm Rd..
Cadio.
Dismissals
Mrs Angela Breaux and baby
boy. 127 Blackberry St.. Camden.
Term.. Mrs..Tammy lp Merrell ,and
babv boy. Rt. 3, Box 350A, Paris.
Tenn .
Mrs (.1,11,1ic Somers dc, E-1
Colony Sq,:are Apts., Paris. Tenn ,
Zachary Burkeen. Rt. 8. Box 193A.
Benton.
Anna E:J.abeth Broach,
504 Si
t.S:•. Murray; M:ss
Mir‘ Dow.. Rt. 5. Box 1252,
ML:rrax.
Mrs Betty MacDonald, Rt. 2.
Box 174A. ['Jr-Year. Tenn.; Hurry
(,24 -Broad St.. Murray.
Expirations

-C

THEATRES

Jar.
\s

;•
re,Lase,..!
horn admission,

'

,--Kindergarten Cop

Ange fi.ackberm

Home Alone
(PG

Dismissals
Y.:N. Linda Sal,ey and baby girl,
Woudgate Dr., Murray.
Th,rmond, P.O, Box ;43.
1524 Oxford,

•

Edward
Scissorhands
- /P_G- 3

-

••• • e ....urns, Rt. 3, Box
rras: Edward Mathis, 1505
Mrs. Gladys
arsing Home.

x
NOT Without
f
My Daughter
(PG-1 3) Starring Satly Foie
3 Men & A Godfather
Little Lady PGIPart 3 IR

liorr,;dckle. 1106
Mr, Vx.:Ida J. Pr:
;Dto7, ..rray; Mrs .
, IN)8 College Farm Rd

7%

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50

•!: f- \Varren, Rt 2,
" as: Mrs. Rosanna
B(,x 1144, Murray.
P 0 Box 323, New

Rent ,nur m00% Ileb • At the musics!•
111100.( hesinut ;$ 753-3314 •
•
•
()prim I 1:igon to 1111,1tm
•
;

e

We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Specia - Sat & S'Jr
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
- Only $3.95
Itr Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. til 2p

=CZ

753-808C

January
Uniform

SALE

Save 30

On Entire Stock of Uniforms
Sale Ends Feb. 2nd

Pa :1 Dec Jones, P.O. Box 86.
f:rk,ey, Thomas E. N.'anee, 727
R \ C: NI„rray.

West Fork holds
special service

P•17er'''‘'

rabv
parents. Kathy
Robert. Rt. 2. Box 145. Paris,

ii

NI-. Harr.,: (..arx, 421 Oaklawn
Rd.,Cdut, Mrs. Florence V
Rt. 4. Box 840; NtiliTa1
rar_e Lovins. Rt 8, Box 109-5

newborn adrms,•
...]srnissals a: Murray-Ca..cway
our:Ty Huspital for--Strnday, -Jar
t nave beer- released as fotiows•
-- Newborn admissions
NI.:.s baby
parer.:Travis baby g;r1. parenhts. Tere
Jr1t1 David. Rt. 2. Box 239.
Mills baby boy. mother. Elaine
Jor!nson, Rt. 3. Box 1027, Murray.
Sprague baby girl, parents, Judy
Mark. :(1-* Nor.b. Porter St..
-- •

Tina

- Lt. and Mrs. keith Allbritten of Sacramento, Calif., ire the parents of a
son, Main Bryce, wcig-ling nine pounds 11 ounces, measuring 22 inches,
horn on Saturday. Dec. 22, ar6:46 p.m. at !slather AFB Hospital where
Lt. Allbritten is stationed. The mother is the former Lisa Phillips. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Harold Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Pearly McClure
and Joe Allbritten. all of Murray.

Keyboarding class scheduled
..A.1,c)boardin.g (typing) class for adults will begin Thursday, Jan. 24, in
Room 406 at Callov.ly County High School. This class will be designed
for individuals who wish to learn beginning or review basic keyboarding
skills. Participants may choose to use a typewriter or a computer. The'
kj.1\S still meet on most Mondays and Thursdays from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
:Or a to.1! or 40 hours of instruction. A lee of S20 will be charged for
expenses An additional amount will be collected for those who purchase
a book. Judy' Williams will be instructor. Those interested must register
and pay the class fee at CCHS by' Tuesday',• Jan. 22. The class will be
ln,lteci to 25 persons.

Alpha Mu ineetinc changed
Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet tonight
iluesday at 7 p.m. at the home of Kathie Gentry', 907 Stratford Dr., Murray. The .meeting place was changed because of the- illness of Nancy
Meloan. .

Graham Elton .Lee born
Mr and Mrs. DaViti W. Lee. kt. 5, Benton, are the parents of a son,
Crat.am
sesen po,inds 12 ounces, measuring 201/2
born
Monday,
3:.
52 aim., at Murray-Calloway
coi.hts 1.1ospita1...11',.,.;., mother
lu,rinc; Cyhthia .Strode. Grandpa,rcnts
ar; !scs. Brenda Ice and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Strode, all of Murray.
(1rca'-'.:randparents are Mrs. Ophie Lec of Murray and Otto Strode and
both of liopkinsville.

. .
°yawls to hear Joe Green

Mzray CA:tan Club will meet Thursday. Jan. '17, at 7 p.m. at HomePlace
Joe Green, director of public safety at Murray State
1::',iyers. ty. will speak about "Law Enforcement." All members and intere,t,:d persons are invited to attend.

W.A.T.C.H. needs more cans.
WATCH.(work t \ des tra,mr4:. ;:enter for the handicapped) Center
al...iminum cans to be used as one of
at 702 Main St., Murray'. is
work projects of the clienls Perot'. -•s In aluminum cans may- be left at
For more infOrmation call 759-1965.
the center, Monday through

Seminary will offer course
Southeastern Bap:...: Thco!ogical Sem:nary, Wake Forest, N.C., will
offer a course on the :th.pis of !slid-Conttnent Baptist Bible College,
Mayfield, for the Sprin ,. 2 lk)9: scrincster.
course. H2126, American
Revivalism, will be taught by Dr. Glenn Miller of SEBTS faculty and will
meet from 12 noon to 4 p m. on Mondays beginning Jan. 28 through April
8. only 21/2 months. Three credit hours may he earnedrtoward the Master's of Divinity; NI.A.C.E.. or tke M.A.C.M. degrees; or may also be
ndited by anyone not -,cHHh.L.t credits toss ard degree work. Those interested should contact Soath,Hern
at I-84.1-334-7709 and ask
for the registrar, ?Idris- a-re Foss heinil made to offer a -short intensive
onc mentioned above. which would meet every
course at the_
- - Jay for approximate:A .two.week.; and would iiISO...h.iT7a - flatly accredited
_
-course:-

Should MS patient use amphetamines?
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT rye had MS for
24 years, Ind I am thoroughly convinced that amphetamines have stimulated my nervous system and kept
me going so long I had no trouble
while on them, however. once I
stopped. I began having attacks that
keep getting worse Would it be so terrible to continue taking the
amphetamines'
DEAR READER Multiple sclerosis is a slowly progressive neurological disorder of unknown cause,
marked by varied symptoms that include numbness of the extremities,
clumsiness, weakness double vision,
dizziness depression. apathy. poor
Judgment
and
difficulty
concentrating
The diagnosis is usually made using
magnetic resonance imaging (a picture of the brain obtained by using
electromagnetic- waves, This demonstrates the Spotty areas of demyeliniziaion (loss of the brain's insulating
substance., characteristic of the disease I am not aware that amphetamines (brain stimulants, help the
disorder, although I can understand

CALL

oncentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's ( ornp

NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT
1700W. Reelfoot 0118
County Market Place
Union City. TN

Adam Bryce Allbraten born

Brandon, Kondratko named

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Paris Rd

. .Ca1loway County Athletic Boom& will mect_Thursday. Jan. 17, at 7:30
p.m. at Library at Calloway County High School. This is an alternative to
the normal second Tuesday of each month. The primary item on the agenda will be the program for the District Basketball Tournament. Everyone
interested in promoting any of the athletic programs at Calloway County
Schools are invited and encouraged to attend.

West Foik Baptist ChuTch con :s regular devotional sera: View Nursing Home
dav. Jan. 2.
Csrey led the singing and
sang a solo, "He Lifted Me,- with
Janet Arno;d as pianist. The Rev.
Garlon S;11s. interim pastor, spoke.
Vicilef Johnson read the birthday
'
_7111appflirthdiy_77=to.._the_resiclents....
Other singers present were Mr.
and Mrs. Bernice Garland, Ruth
Parker, Martha Armstrong, Mary
Outland. Elaine Collins, Anna Jean
Two Murray students have tx,:en named to the Dean's List for Fall 1990
l'srey and Doris Greer._ from West
iii..cArding to Dr. Jerry Hinton, dean of
at Paducah Communi:y
Fork; Eva Morris, Calra Fins and
r,:noila C. Brandon and Pamela H. Kondratko.
student services. Th.-,
visitors.

INJURED?
DONALD A. JONES
Practice

1205-1207
Mayfield

Iseltierray Ledger & Times

Burkteri, editor

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
FHIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT, KENTUCKY LAW DOES NOT CERTIFY
SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACTICE

how these drugs could relieve some of
the mental complications(fatigue and
apathy) of MS This neurological disorder is incurable with present
means, symptoms are treated as they
arise
Amphetamines are dangerous because they cause euphoria, over-stimulation, high blood pressure, paranoia
and delusional states The drugs are
addictive Since they have not been
shown to alter the unpredictable
cause of MS. I believe you are better
off without them I do not endorse
your theory because amphetamines
are hazards to health, are not suitable
treatment for MS and will cause more
problems than they solve, this is a decision best left to your doctor who is
familiar with your case
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report 'Multiple Sclerosis " Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 25 with their names and addresses to PO Boi 91369, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title
DEAR DR GOTT I have had a hysterectomy but retained my ovaries
My concern is pregnancy Do I have to

be worried about this"
DEAR READER No. you don't
Pregnancy can only occur in the presence of a uterus, an organ you are
lacking because of the hysterectomy
Nonetheless, some post-hysterectomy women fear that they might experience a tubal pregnancy, when the
fertilized ovum attaches to the lining
of a Fallopian tube and grows. Again.
this is impossible because, at the time
of the hysterectomy, the surgeon removed your cervix, thereby effectively preventing any sperm from reaching an ovum Even with your ovaries
in place, you are permanently infertile as a result of the operation
vl vseAer:Fi F.NTF:RPRISE ASS!;4

DR. GOTT

MITCHELL'S CARPET

a

FLOOR COVERING
• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
Hwy. 94 West

753-2392

_
••••••• .
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February is Canned Food Month
NEW YORK (AP)
The
Canned Food Information Council
celebrates February as Canned
FOod - Month to remind consumers
about the convenience, nutrition
and taste that canned foods have to
offer.
There are more than 1,500 different canned foods available, including fruits, vegetables, meats, seafood and pastas. For -those with
-busy schedules, canned foods can
make meal preparation quick and
easy because canned food is
already prepared and cooked.. The
Canned Food Information Council
also says:

1 rnes

17, at 7:30
ernative to
the agcnEveryone
ay County

--- Studies show that canned
foods are comparable nutritionally
to their fresh and frozen counterparts when prepared for the table.
---- Canned foods are picked at
the peak of ripeness and canned
within hours, making them a nutritious option for meals and snacks.
-- Many canned foods are available in low- and no-salt varieties.
Fruits come packed in their ovo
juice or in light .syrup.
---- Canned foods do not need
additives or preservatives: the ca•.
ning process sterilites and
serves foods st tb heat.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

arents of a
22 inches,
ntal where
ps. Grandy McClure

Faye ktogers, president. it.itti Fletddit4, president-elect, and Comm-- •
Atteberry, member, of Nlurray Business and Professional W 0111(11
recentli attended the Interim Board and Fall tonterem c tor KVIItucky RPW Clubs, Inc., held ;it \shland Plaia Hotel, 1shland. Pictured in top right photo are, troin lat. standing, Attelicrrs,
and Rogers, seated, Crynthia thamper, interim hoard committee
chair, Elitabeth Athanasakos, president [WWI S..1, and Phdlis Mir(
tingly, president 111'W/K Y. Piclurcd in top left photo arc, from kit.
Mary Ray Oaken, past national president, Ruth Koch, past national
treasurer, Jo Etta Wickliffe, first Nice presidc..1 BPNV1 - ‘, and Fleming. Pictured in bottom photo are, from left, AtteherrN. Koch, Fleming and Rogers. Koch was present at the 1939 national 11PW cow en lion the Equal Rights Amendment was introduced. lin\ idlers members' support and personal ,ieNelopmeni among our benefits.
Membership to BPW is open to any working women or men and all
interested persons are invited to attend the nest Int'llitIL! on I hursday, Jan. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steak House.
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Calloway County Middle School Speech Team wins
Calloway County Middle School
Speech Team. coached by Patricia
L-assiter and Lynn Melton, has gotten off to a great start this school
year, officials said.
The team entered the Nathan B
Stubblelleld Speech 1 our:1;tnictlt;
hosted hy Murray High Shool
-Jan. 5. arld won hr'. plane swe, ;
stakeS.heottbrOrt;the,-jtirti-OirdiVisN-ri
Individual
10i

Elliahe.I1 Blackford, second, Ruth

run
!:,11I••1
f fok

•l
Interpretation. Lear:.rt. Sarah StalIons,
foie:man, third:
11.imotous Interpretation - Pat'lane\ . first. Rebecca 1 dwell,
t,d„Ailianda Barrow, third:
\( ,s

I,
1.-..‘temporaneous
ter, first. Andy Reise,
Oratory --- Erin Grogan, secoi
Clena Cooper, third.
Prose - Laurie Jo Parker. .
Molly Will:N, I.r•st.
Poetry -
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Bogard and
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Many persons visit
By MRS. R.D. KEY
Murray Ledger & Times Correspondent

Those at the home it Mrs. Jon::.1
Paschall for supper in Dec. 2:
were Mr. and Mrs. John Weiher
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes a::::
son, Matthew, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Kaminski and daughter. Ashley.
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Paschall

Community...

ill (11"01

homes during the past few
‘.,T,,,pe r
•A er e

(Hest; or Inc Rev. and Mrs.
\Varier, .S.,,kes on Dec.. 25 were
.1citile Sykes, Ton.y,, ('harlota:: and Amanda Sykes, Mrs.
Key, Mitch, Marilyn and
kes, and the Rev. and
'dr"
Un Len and daughter.
ahr
ke
\I's

-tr, ;
,i•
fi.

fc ,, .•nn%
\I:-

Mr..:.:
and. \I-

Mrs Joe \i icr in.!
'Harr!, Orr
Mr, S:c"..2
.
I aLr,12
(
lenn
\lr
M.: ncrrr K

.

1Vednesdar, Jan, lo
.,;4:10,=;;;ar-;,-;;;

Senior cilitens. aLLI‘ii;es
Weaks Center from 0 a.m. to 4
p.m. and at Hatel Center from 10
a.m to 2 p.m.
Ladies' day bridge s'. .1! be at
9:30 a.m. at Murray Country Club.
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of .the Confederacy will
have a luncheon at 11:30 an:. at
Majestic Royale at Holiday Inn.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will meet at 7 p.m. at
Majestic - Roy:ale at HotidaySongfest by Church Women
United will he at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
Chili supper will be served from
5:45 10.6;15 p.m, at First Assembly
- God.- The • special study w
follow.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Wingo from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Sedalia from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Scott Festival evens will start at
7:30 p.m. in Wrathe1' West Kentucky Museum.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Young At
Heart at 12 noon at Gleason Hall:
RCIA at 7:30 p.m.
4IP
Bible classes will be a 7.p.m. at
University Church of C ist.
Events at Glendale Road Church
of Christ will include Bible classes
will be at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 16
-

Mr, 1),:hr,..:
INT••
AI).
'NIrs

Chtit" it

ill inWde WOnder!ul
\‘'ednedas at 6 p.m. and (lance!
Choir at
5 p.m.

a. Mr
,!-,r1 sot-

Ks.‘ill and' I
ic, and Mrs ()gie Greenfield
Mr and Mrs. Jack
NtisL\;ille. I chr..
\V :t
Ln.
and IA:Hic.t Ann" 0-Italtor\Ir. and Mrs
WaIeker
PoLatello. Idaho, the Rev and \
()n: njson, Br%
Mtirra%
1-ms
Orr ol D ersburg.
MT. and Mrs.
Pur‘ear.
N1 \ ans.
„
r
visited the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Ss kes. Mr, Joke! Ke%. Mrs. Berm:
Mrs.Mrs. GAinna (;aIlimore while here.
Rev. and Mrs. Sykes also visited in
the home of the Glynn Orrs at
Puryear on Dec. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Wednesday
night.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren S),kes
were supper guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee -on Jan. 5.
Nomie Olive and Mrs. fiertie
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs. ,Coy
Kuykendall Friday afternoon.

• . hirst United Methodist
Church
include Covenant
Prayer Gorup at 10 a.m.;- Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Chancel Choir and Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
11 include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.: FelloAship Supper and Youth
Ilandhells at 5:30 p.m.; Business
meeting. Klaymata Fellowship and
Children's Choirs at 6:30. p.m.;
Sanctuary. _Choir at .7:45 p.m. Events at Grace Baptist Church
will . include Youth Choir at 6:15
p.m.:-Youth Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study at 7 p.m.; \Veek:y
Workers' meeting at -8 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
,Church \.k ill include Supper at 6
p.m..; Business meeting at 7 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

.:nd \Jr, C,r
son,. Chris. Jell,.
\Irs
snen: S,:t.irdav st

ALL, WHITE PAINT SALE
vi(i3zanA
mi\JS
$2-$3 OFF/gal.
Stock Wail Coverings •Blinds .Bigelow Carpet

Ain/,g4tA,

306 E. Main St.

-

759-4979

el%
- _ - W YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
.. INCOME?
If you're not sure and would like a FREE
1)

M
Tim Herndon

CONSULTATION call

-7----INSURANCE CENTER....
753-8355
Sycamore St. OF MURRAY

("Family Footwear at low everyday prices"

40-75% off retail

-

Sale
ve

21 sl
R

PIUS

Hundreds to choose from
13,,iy 1 pair of specially marked shoes at
our everyday low price and get the 2nd pair
from this group for only 1®
HURRY IN FOR
BEST SELECTION

off

Jug'
Kiddin'
Formerly Little Folks of Mayfield

Clearance Merchandise Final Sale

Downtown Mayfield
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207 N. Brewer St. Downtown Paris
9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.

1/
/ 2 Price

247-1300

,11
,

fACTORY OUTLET SHOES

(Excluding Leather & Sweater Coat;,1

Hall Hotel

I Ind

'Guinn's

STOREWIDE
Final
Markdown
on Coats

t,
The 1990 European Itirilta lir pi!
Charlipion,;hipN were ,..con orr.inr
Ingle, by an excellent Norveegian
or,!
team with a score of 4041'
points. 23 VI's ahead It the se(
place team from 1srael tSr Age In
juniors is gaining in popularit \ in
so!
both Europe: and the t'rutell States
•0,
with world chartipirarship ee.ent,•K Ili
planned tor the I uturc something
•K 7 1 )
our talented juniors r an anti( ipatl•
47 4
with relish
IlltIO'r a t.)1.
,̀
01.1th
Today's game was pia\ ed b 24
year old Ifer Affll• Hat!a student lo-alcr Nte,e
trom Trondheim NorYka‘ e.t• it The h61.1ing
you can find the v. inning, line look \Nest
North
East
South
ing at all four hands
't V
\I
.2
Elatt hurdled the first ofprae le ti,
4 IP
\II
refusing to cover the spade queen
;rtreer;
keeping East s ace Iron, (thing
1
;
harm East s diamond return
551111 THE 5('Es •
uon with durrini‘ fad,. And t h.
;ego top trumps \XVII' easherl Next
"
.
1
tpdacame the dianiond ace and diamond
;lueen What happens it flUnif
qucien holds the' tria and.the Spade'.
king is led" East ruffs anei exits in
diamonds waiting tor his teAo
tricks and one town
flow did Hatt avoid this trap ' lb - \or th. South
overtook the diamond queen with I NT
his king and rutted a diamond re
moving East s last sate, exit Then ANs%%F.11. Thrt•t• no-trump Do nut
he played durnm% s spade- king ;it Jump t(; Ittr(4, club, in 'arch (it
does no good tor East to rut! and rtlittr-,ult garittA A nine-trick game
ruffed a spade back to his hand Fi- is more- likels than an 11-trick one
nally he led a heart to East s jack
•/14,; 1;;;
t,.:.1i;•
;end the traced clirh return made
a11
durnme.'s club king the game going
trick

Mr
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Racer road warriors knock off Middle Tennessee
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Timis Sports
--MURFREESBORO. Tenn. — The Murray State Racers
were ah:e to shake their road virus and stay in perfect health
in the Ohio Valley Conference standings .Monday night.
defeating Middle Tennessee Stale Universtty 70-456 at MTSU
in ont.s her second win of the season on'an opponent's court.
The matchup between the OVC's preseason *1 and *2 pieks
left the early favorites heading in different directions. Murray
State. on a quest for their fourth-straight regular -season
went to 2-0 and remained a ht4ame _behind 1-0
leagJe
Abu ‘kleated Morelead t oYert:me.Monday
n:ght,
,
.
.•
„ • ..
Tennessee. meanwhile. dropped to 0-2 in OVC play
three days.
s
:he second conference loss
‘,.:•!*s proud of o",.:r road v.ar•
s.: MSU head
! his

"This will do a lot for it (his flu) and for morale on the team
as a whole. This was a hard-fought ballgame."
Marray State kemed to be in great health in the early
going. as Frank Allen's 3-point shot lifted the Racers to a
:,:ad over the, Blue Raiders.
26I:erno%er fever then caused a Racer relapse before ttattin•e
as Nhirray State committed seven floor mots_ in the nat0: th first half. allowing Middle to catch ,.;)
;- .iss the -Racers.
"Down 33-32 at the half. the Racers regained the ;ead
t
sesond half on a three-point play from }on..
ho led all s;.-orors 'with 19 po:c..
10;1:%.
M.L
417:, -rowever. _scored to lie the game and used
37!35 with .18..50.1elt_ 1ISL sun the
.:.
ternal.ne possession rule and scored. on a -Quincy
,•
pleked.off a .R.acer pass, ,but.Nlurray State • .
S!
1-0 miss a lay up, and the Raid
A en:

and liee throw cut tne iead to 41-38, but
.. \HSI ICC thrm‘s were' followed by a steal by Chris
a 3-point shot by Kelvin Hammonds that lifted
MISt t-‘
44). 38 lead and forced a Racer timeout.
!tso t:ec throws, and came up with a steal and two
throws at the 13:44 mark to cut the lcad to four.
II ---,mid% basket for NITSU. Jones scored from
•
,
and drew the foul, adding the free throw for a
ia)up

•

1,44-4..4

v, oh a steal and started the Racer break,
the..Altat that cat thc,MIS

;11,,,,,,o-t;
a tive-foot- fallaway-jumper at 11:44 to put
on :op. 49-4g, but Warren Kidd put the Raiders
on'y
a la u p with just under 11 minutes left..
'3: tor a 52-50 Racer lead. and a Jones defen:( on!'11 on page. 9)
\1st

011." .
7 I

Calloway suffers district loss
By DAVID RAMEY
Spc.^s
•r•s As

..•dg•• 5

s,oreid on a
layup and a Nlaylie:d
t..:rnaround :0
to
!be.'
N1:iel4 to the free
the
hit seven of eight, hut Day
h:: a -3---po:ntrr with-208 left that cut the le. •
• ..,k to so:7i. a: 49-42.
M,Nary sc'ored on a lay-up to et.1 the lead to fy
a''ter he stole the ball from the Cardinals, he was
for a charging foul on a tr.p that could have
•
- 1 :he Lakers to within three. Calloway couldn't
an Duncan hit a free throw for the final

•

e
9 24 36 50
4 12 24 44
Jamar McNary 2ors up for two of his 14 points during Calloway's
50-44 loss to Mayfield Monday night.

Second-quarter shooting troubles sink Lady Tigers
Staff Report
*lair _.&_71.mas Suuris

',1 /14:••e not down on any :::.
ftts.nd W just: need: to 'win
ha games. We'“; got a week
. soAere gong to work on a lot
things. get hati to fundamentals."

•

MURRAY
HEATH
M,-ay

.. 8 15 28 41
13 29 41 55
80a•cl "
.';1•0we, 4, Fa rtar...s 4,
2,
Jores, S•.y0e• FG 1-5, FT 8.15
Oa' ,55,
B000 1E, Sar.dersor 16
•1, 13 a -e 7 ketarder 4. TV,t, 2,
'
,zee IC 24, FT 6/10
;ta„-ay a 7. Hear 75
4

Woo•cl,i4e 1 4.

Lady Pilot inside game leads Fulton past Lady Lakers
Staff Report
▪
_•17,41, S - -•,

.,:s

K•
Barber •
p,,ois

N.1:4Cy

1 ,•,r the Lady

.s we could have.Callov.ay ;s now idle for ten
More hosting Massac County. an Illinois powerhouse, a week
lrom Thursday. O'Rourke may use
that time to make changes within
the team framework, he hinted.
We have to regroup, evaluate
our people and positions and see
where our problem is," he said. "1
-was not Yery, happy with our intent} and our discipline on the

,
0 y _:• •
t play :Is

Susan Lax led the Lady Lakers
i('ont'd on page 9)

Booth's buzzer-beating bomb completes middle school sweep
Staff Report
V..•fay

&

•••

Spor's

SPORTS ON RADIO

ITIVBS•1340
Tuesday, Jan. 15

Carlisle Co. at Murray
(Boys)
5:45 p.m.
You Can Hear the Difference"

hitting a buzie•
.eating 3-po:nt„ shot for M-,••
Senooi while the Lady •
•
of CaitiA ay Middle
A ert.me sic,tors.
• 4
The thrilling finishes priiv.ded
sweep. as Murray Nliddie
. Ailed Mayfield Middle 37-14 in
.plity and 32-30 in the txlys'
.arrie behind Booth's 25- ,;!
1-rointer, Ca:•;-iway Midd.e
was de:eating Bert-Hi•
:5-4] in oss_rtirne
I.ar
▪ held otf Benton for a 51-4.
MURRAY MIDDLE
...•
,e:1 lifted MNIS lo 7-,
RoT)ert Weaiherly tossed ,h
i2 to ead the Tigers and combined

4

.e to
..,e hal:.r otich Jo
ll()
pleased to he
each ofi his players

was supposed to be Benton's goal.
"There was quite a little discus.
sion." Lady Laker coach Eddie
Morris said. The officials finally
1 igers.
to
I:gers got 12 points
ruled that since no one had stopped
the two teams from lining up
Thomas and - 10.,
Es., played and the kids wrong, the basket would count as a
Bonnie Payne as they
Stonecipher Calloway score.
t,,ed •
victory over MayI.
"That kind of switched momen,: ,Coni-,;c• Payne chipped_ in
L.m in our fa‘or,- Morris said.
Thomas librnhuCkle had 17
nts. and joined Mary Mad.
asrehounders. Shea points to lead the Lakers while Tyl- "We decided to take the ballgame
to them, and we did." Game-high
:shci tossed in four points for er Bohannon added nine points and
scorer April Crass banked,_ in an
Brad Cleaver and lay Herndon
Lady Tigers.
18-foot shot for the clinching
Bnh :cams travel to North Mar- each scored eight.
In girls' aclion—Cgslifusion - points, giving her 11 on the night
Monday.
while Farrah Beach added nine. Six
reigned at the start of overtime as
CALLOWAY MIDDLE
Lady Lakers reached the scoring
L....r2 or. got into the game for the officials.-allowed both teams to
.. Laker,. who saw ... Benton line up facing the wrong baskets. column for the second -straight
...ittle a 39-24 third-quarter lead Calloway got the tip and scored on garne. "That ,helps quite a bit."
lo..vn to the three-point final. "We a layup, putting the ball in what Morris added.
•

142.*".161111•61A4144104.4611:44 iY=

•

In the teiise hours before
tiesdilv's Persian Gulf deadline,
with the real world perched precariously On the thin line
between war and peace, the
world of fun and games Went
on uninterrupted.
The NHL plased. The NBA
p aye .
c Na prepared for
conference championship, games
at Buffalo and San Rancisco.
It was business as usual.
Does that seem a little
unusual'
"I suppose lile goes on and
sports is an element of life,"
said Sen. Bill Bradley, whose
career took him from ,two NBA
championships to the U.S.
Senate. "I'm reminded of that
when I see pictures of soldiers
plaYmg toothall in the Persian
Gulf.-*•
4
fir.00
'York Knicks
1.1011 their championships during
the Vietnam War period, !-, '
and 1971
-Our lirst championship came
•
sa cr tht:
of Camsa .,1 "Here was
,rt and this th:rig Liking place
I don't
i; hod}

ttle

JV -

•

By HAL BOCA'
AP Sports Writer

:r\

SCOrOS. while Brown pitched
for :he Cads. McNary led the Lakers with 14.
Da\ ;LI Hart had 11.
In the second half we made a ni.-e run." Wail said.
.! took Ur:: We were down by 12 or :4 po]nts
• ..
- the kind of*.intCnsity-trat..at
that.Nlavfield had a lot :0
Laker offee..Ne
May f.e:d :
a good defens:‘e ha..
--I hey took us out of
k hn•
_
^ the Lakers break out of :heir sump
:
.

tne Laker\
-:e and Ja7nes Ba7r

Sports Writer

•

41b-

3y • yr^ •

'

-I

•

'.

play a. I-rJas night in Chicago
and arme home at 2:3(1 a.m.
I'd get up at 5 to get over to
McGuire Air Force Base, play a
game Saturday night and then
get back to McGuire at 5 the
next morning," he said. ,''One
time, we played in California, .1
flew. hack to Philadelphia .' to get
over to McGuire and then back
to Portland. Don't ask me what
my mats were that weekend."
The baseball commissioner,
during the Vietnam era was
Bowie Kuhn: lie said he
thought of that time and , the
burdens national crises produce
for sports as he watched the
weekend NFL playoff games.
'Our attitude then was to do
everything we could as an
'Tide-iffy to -toOpCtilr 1thtIe
-_gov&anntent uianywaywc
could.'• he said. -I RimeinH,:r
hen the l'OW started cor-hg
home and we gave them
time passes. lhose were CrLilI1Ordi times w;1.11 great impact
tat I'll never forget,"
Baseball also was the first
. sports industry to respond to the
energy crunch, of the early' '70s.
The clubs were encouraged to
do things to save energy and
they- d-id." Kuhn said. .
There is.. some history here
:Ht goes hack to World War
II (nmmis,oner Kenesaw Land concerned about baseball ;
going on while The country- was
at war, asked for the guidance
of President Franklin RoosevelL .
The president responded with
what is known as "the green
light letter," telling Landis to
carry on, that the country
needed the diversion of sport4 in difficult times like that.
'The government said, 'Well
let you know if we need
you.'" Kuhn said. "You've got
to he responsive to that. Baseball went ahead and played
with a lot of guys who couldn't
play, but they played.
"It's a sensitive situation.
They'll try to respond . to what
the government needs. They'll,
ask what they can do. That
should *and will happen. They're
smart guys. They- know what .
they must do."
Dr. Eric Margenau, a sports
psychologist. thought Roosevelt
was on target, that sports can
provide a comfortable escape
from the stress of the real '
world.'"In time of hardship,
sports can offer an escape, a
relief from the enormous gravity
of the situation," Nlargenau
said. "It can be an important
defense mechanism." =
• The other side of the coin,
however, is the stark reality of
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Turnovers, MTSU free throws
lead to Lady Racer °VC loss
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NEW YORK — American cyciist Greg LeMond,
Portuguese marathoner Rosa Mota and Jarrai
can sg,rrter Merlere Ottey are finalists for the
1491 Jesse Owens International Trophy, pre
ser-ed ar r-aly Ic the world's top amateur ath
iete LeMond won the Tour de France in 1990
for the third time and second year in a row
Mots, the 1988 Olympic gold medalist, won the
women's marathons at Osaka, Japan. at Boston and the European Championships Oney
dominated the women's 100 and 200 meters
ast year, clocking the fastest times in the world
or bo1h distances and extended her winning
streak in the 100 to 43 races
• • • •
NEW YORK — Speedskater Bonnie Blair, pen
!athlete Lot Norwood and wrestler John Smith
are repeat finalists among the 10 candidates
rerna ning for the 1990 Sullivan Award, presented to the nation's outstanding amateur athlete Other finalists for the award, presented by
the Amateur Athletic Onion. are swimmer
Michael Barrowman, basketball player Puttee
Edwards, boxer Eric Griffin, football player
and_Lynn
Raghib Rocket- Ismail, distance runner
-skier
Jennings, figure skater 31 Trenary
Donna Wentirecht
• • • •
OKLAHOMA CITY— Arizona cornerback Darryl
-Lewis, who staled his career as a running bAck
before moving lo the secondary. received the
fifth annual Jim Thorpe Award as the top defensive back in college football Lewis, a S toot 9,
igb•peued senior, made 49 taCeS, broke up
II passes and intercepted seven others He
returripd res interceptions for 192 yards and two
touchdowns. and nad 11 pure returns for 220
yards Ken Swilling of Georgia Tech and
Nathan LaDuke of Anzona Stale also were up
tor the award
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Inserts in newspapers are more effective
Consumers prefer getting freestanding coupon inserts and advertising circulars. in the newspaper
over getting them in the mailbox.
That's a finding in a recent survey.
by Southern Opinion Research
Corp.
Of those polled, 63 percent said
they preferred to receive advertising inserts in newspapers. Only 19
percent preferred mail advertising.
More than half of the respondents said they got most of the
coupons they use from newspapers.
Shoppers, direct mail and magazines were among lesser used sources.
Fifty-six percent said they seek
out newspaper advertising when
preparing to shop for groceries; 12
percent said they look at shoppers;
six percent, direct mail; one percent, magazines, and 11 percent,
other sources.
More than half indicated they are
more likely to throw away an
advertising circular without read-

ing it if it comes in the mail,
contrasted with only 15 percent
who get the circular in the newspaper.
Newspaper advertisements still
remain the most believable Of all
media, according to the survey.
Newspaper ads were rated most
credible by the highest percentage
of those surveyed — 36 percent.
Other credibility ratings were:
television, 28 percent; mailed ads,
eight percent; magazines, five percent; radio, four percent; no answer, nine percent.
The survey also reinforced the
relation of newspaper readership to
higher income/education. Eightysix percent of those with more than
a high school education said they
regularly read a newspaper. Of
those with incomes between
$40,000 and $50,000, 94 percent
regularly read a newspaper, and 95
percent of those with incomes of
more than $50,000 read newspaperS.
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MothT Grieving for
Daughter Has Many
Questions for God
By Abigall Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am troubled with
something a reader wrote "What
right do we mortals have to demand
an explanation from God' Abby ,
that writer has never known the gutwrenching pain of losing a child
In 1988. my beautiful 22-year-old
daughter was killed by a drunk
driver At first, I screamed,"Be not
only. killed her, he killed me too
I can t die, _Itbk.4.44uwaniv ii.a.w.and.heigged
God -You can do.anythinic__Yous_a_ri
perform .miracles. You can bring mv
daughter back to life Please. God.
let me trade places with her — please
let me lie in that coffin. and let her
out to livelier life. She is only 22.
God She has never been married or
experienced the miracle of being a
mother 1 ant old.' 1 have lived I've
-•-had-inirchanee.
Please, please. let me trade places
with her You can do it You can
make it -so that all the people who
thought she died wont he surprised
that it's no' in the coffin and not her
Please. God, let her hate a chance t.
live She didn't deserve to die'"
As you can see. Abby. Fm still
here - and not because! want to he.

either. Mostly because didn't have
the guts to pull the trigger or take
the pills to get me out-of the terrible
pain and loss I live with every minute of my life God didn't. see fit to
bargain with me God doesn't pleabargain like men do The:drunk who
killed my precious daughter and
me, too , spent less than six months
behind bars Today, he walks in the
sun while my bide girl is in a dark
grave -...alth_husuaL2.1atitho_tizh
aIIt_ the...un_myr heart _and
suul are in that-dark grave,*ith her
God didn't answer my prayers.
and I resent being told that I have no
right to question God If there is a
God, and if I ever get to meet him
face to face, you can bet your life I
will have plenty of whys for him to
answer I want to know why my lot I.
guldied and that.drunka,aa.allow
to go-oti living 1 love her more than
my life. and I miss her so I am mad
that I am having to live in a world
where she no longer lives, and I want
to know why Why shouldn't I have
the right to ask God"
Aren't
supposedly created in
his image.' If so. surely he has a
heart and soul that are capable of

hurting just a.I hurt Why would he
not expect to be questioned if he has
anything to do with miracles/
I don't fear the Lord And I don't
fear hell, either I know what hell is
like I've already been there since
the day my precious daughter was
killed Please sign me
A BEREAVED M( ITIIER
P S Compassionate Friends ha.
helped me
than anyone or
an)thing
DEAR MOTHER: Relieve me,
my heart goes out to you and to
every mother who has known
the pain of losing a child. Millions of people will read this letter,and millions of mothers land
fathers, tool will relate to it,
having experienced the loss and
felt the pain you describe.
There are no easy answers,
and since you know firsthand
how comforting Compassionate
Friends can be, your only other
ally is time, which has a way. of
healing broken hearts.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

LP

partying.
ARIES
ffat TAURUS
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Extra initiative puts you a step (Apr.20 to May 20)
You're energized now to implement
ahead of the competition today.
Income should improve and a busi- decisions made yesterday Plans fall
ness associate does you a favor into place regarding travel, education,
Christian Drew
- Guard against p.m. excesses when and publishing. Guard against domes'tic extravagance tonight
GEMINI
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
(May 21 to Jime 20)
•
Behind-the-scenes moves regard
ing financial interests are fav(ired
now. Some are busy ' today with
bookkeeping. Tonight be skeptical
when others tend to exaggerate
CANCER
(June 21 to july 22)
Couples will enjoy the company of
friends now. It's a good time for
singles to meet new people Either
you or a close tie tends to financial
excesses tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22,
You're ready to go after what you
want and you'll be opening new doors
in your career that spell success...
Evening houts curtail an inclinatiog
to be boastful
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Si
t
Sports enthusiasts will enjoy this
day. There's a happy accent on
leisure interests, travel, and romance.
Be careful, though, that selfindulgence doesn't wear you out
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
This is a good day for deahilep ..1th
Well, we 11 never want for food. Doris
This rock
bankers_and-credit _agenciesAiettuitt:
is absolutely encrusted withoysters and mussels —
things done at home will be a main
all the way to the top!'
priority. Relaxing times come tonight,
but try not to overdo it partying.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Some career plans may be overly
expansive. Keep in touch with practical considerations. Partnership interests are highlighted. Teamwork is
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We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

BEETLE BAILEY

During thc month of Deceniber,
the Need Line personnel dealt with
168 problems including 33 households for utilities, 57 households
for food, 15 households for medical, and 15 households for housing,
according to Executive Director
Ward.

"We should be moved. and in our
new location af Wcaks Community
Center by -Feb. I," said Dick Hoffman, president of board of MurrayCalloway County Ned Linc
Church and Cooperative Ministry,
Also during December, Need
Inc.
Line gave Christmas food baskets
This was announced at a meeting
to 230 families.
of the board on Monday at
"Because of the4grger budget-of
.Pagliai's. The present offices for
NGed
Line and of being included in
FPO Ncvv York, N.Y
:41!'
Need Line are at 209 Maple St.
budgets
of various churches in the
oovi):.135;11.
with Euple Ward, director, Carolyn
City
and
county. Need Line is not a
grAttate of h4ut
Outland, assistanv-direcior, and
_member of United-Way a Murray
--to- the
ray- til-sh
-Kathte---Gentry, easeworlier. Theyand' Calloway . County," Hoffman
Ann'daughter 'are. 'assisted ,by volunte0s.
•
said
and Larry Black of
The. board voted to limited help
with 'toil, utilities, etc.. to two
Need Line is funded by Callot!li son of the late Annette
times each year, except in dire
way County Fiscal Court, about 40
N,..on and the late Barry
emergencies. "This policy was
churches, civic clubs. schools,
Da. IL: is the grandson of
enacted to cut down expenses of
fraternities, sororities, individuals.
A1::1,1 Mae Thurman and the
Need Line and also to note the fact
etc. It is a service designed to meet
Ho-a elT -11-iurtab' Of Murray tWat many clients were taking
the immediate emergetitftiCedS-tif
.X1- .and Mrs. Robert W. advantage of this service," Hoffresidents of Murray and Calloway
br.eport, Conn.
-County.
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FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 16,

7591515

T5 ANOTriER
"TINY TOTS
CONCERT

Need Line expected to move
into new location by Feb. 1

Cpl Christian Drew is a member
of 6 Company 3rd Battalion, 24th
Manus Reserve Unit from EvansInd. He joined the Marine
Corps :n Feb. 1987.
He 'is now serving with the unit
In Operation Desert Shield in Saudi
Ar?Ha. lbs address is Cpl S.C.

•••

Allen
Ditching

tAT ARE
:701k16
4ERE 7

Drew now serving
overseas as part
of Operation Shield

elk', thing youll need to know about
planning a wedding can befound in Abby's
booklet.-Hutt to Hate a Lovely Wedding.'
To order. send •long, business-size, self.
addressed entelope„plus check or money
order for 113.05 (14.50 in Canada to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, PA/. Bair 447.
Mount Morris, Ill 61054. !Postage is
included
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SWEAT PLUS

VCR Service

L ow impact aercbtcs class
*oil resume the week of
Jan 14

All Brands
753-1713

753-7597

Help
Wanted
DE
VICES Learn this trade we
send instructions, parts
and check for assembly
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
DB520

1990 Beretta GT loaded
S31486 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

DEPENDABLE babysitter
for 3pm 11pm shift
436 2138
EASY work' Excellent pay,
Assemble products at
home Call for information
504 641 8003 Ext 8047
EXPERIENCED full time
head cook wanted Job will
pay $5hr plus yearly vaca
tion for the qualified canci
date Apply in person at
Majestic Royale Holiday
Inn Restaurant Hwy 641S
Murray. Ky
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The Medicare Cats
strophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need is never been
greater for a comprehen
sive. Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
co insurance and "nonapproved' charges can
cause your out-of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991
For more in
call

'our 29th year a ser,re"

TIRED of drinking water full
of chlorine and other harm)Try a water
ful chemicals'
treatment system Clean
water for only 3c per gal
Hooks up in minutes Lasts
for years For free in home
Call
demonstration
436-5447

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call
753-1916
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MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

cried 1hr apart
ref:re-with pai&utilitrcrs Now
Near downtown
••

2br duplex Ap
energy efficient
;hoer occupied 1821
,4,, j#,'J',00ri Dr 753 7457

For Sale
Or Trade

ROOMMATE to share
apartment $150.'mo plus
utorses 1412F Stadium
1.ew Dr 812 937 4608,
753 8011 after 1 14 91

1978 F;7.,"
tor wo', •
T.:Hs cm "
/53 730()

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Ants
or call
Hardin
Ky
502 437 4113 EI-I0
Large storage building
5160 mo 753-5292

r,;, •
_
o
CASH
les a-d t

WE have nice 2br du
/,:F, ad townhouses,
.17.0 2r..r 2 bath with den
--J75 £500 Mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

WANTL

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906 ------ALPHA Builders Careen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANY remodeling, building
painting 8 roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck Al:
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
plance Works 753 2455

1982 HONDA 20'
3 wheeler Rebuilt engine
headlight guard. backrack
and trailer hitch $400
492 8516

Rooms
For Rent
5LEEPING room Refriger
atom in hall Private- entrance Zefreffterman Apes
S 1614 763-6609-

Articles
For Sale

Rouses
For Rent

'. CARAT ovt„,
mond pendar •
yellow gold mo
weight curb • ,
753-1514
LEADING edge Modi,
IBM XT compatable
.
of ram 20t11E3 nard
5 a floppy dree Go.
monitor motum C-TCe .
writer lune' $75'.
753 8-51- 1 a,-75":72--c7r
I.1 \ !RFS
is ii‘r
lit Rys(- A
• i•
\11. RR‘11
SPA for sa;e
ter 6pm

2BR gas heat $265/mo
plus de.post 753 9826

Mob.le
111
)11tiomes For Sale •

.•

;TEEL toe work l•
men and ladies
.
rubber boots Ca•no,h .•
clothing New and
guns Jerry s
'
Goods 6th er
held Ky 247-4704
SUNTAN Salon going
of business For sa'.:
Wolff tanning bed!' rew
used $500 and up V.
finance 753 9274
WOOD Mast'
control, twin
759-4521

2re

-

3BR brick house, central
neat air, carport fenced
backyard Call 435 4186
HOUSE for mentor sale on a
land contract 3 bedroom
$250 ma plus deposit Pa
4
n3
%ra
2ma
az6. Shores
Call

1987 YAMAHA Banshee 4
eheeler $1600 753 7728 .

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn. opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways
hauling, foundations • etc
759-4664

ALL auto repair 753 4314

BLOCK brick concrete
drive ways foundation
bases, patios, chimneys
repair work Charles Bar
nett, 753-5476

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Protes
sional service Glen Bob
bens 759 1247 leave
message
CH1M Chim Chimney
Sweeps has ItYfe senior citi
zen discounts We sell shim
ney caps and screens
4354191
•
COMPLETES PLUS
0
REPAIR All phases of
Nene repair and remodel
irig 753-0318

1965 VOLKSWAGON
needs work 1971 Dodge
Cart running good new
tires Has been wretk.ed .n
front 753 0789
1969 FORD Maverick
owner Purchased new at
Parker Ford Murray 50xxx
actual miles 753 0463 a+
ter 6pm

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns, gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tamer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

1982 Z 28 CANT RC
£2700 753 4832

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling,Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at

1983 OLDS Cutlass Na
gon, good conditon Cal
after 4pm 395-7986
1984 MERGURY.Marouss 4
dote_ all power, race can.
-8/Yerit-- Miles -----t
$3750 435 4364 alter
8pm

KITCHEN AID portabledishwasher Call 435 4186

1986 SUNBIRD Turbo CT
$3800, 1977 T Bird $450
753 6853

GiA Construction Quality
work at affordable prices
Finish carpentry work
porch and deck spec Free
estimates Call 753-1126 or
436-2617 after 4pm

1988 HYUNDIA Excel GL
40xxx miles 5 speed, air
sunroof AM-FM cassette
great gas mileage $3400
1986 Pontiac Fiero Auto
sunroof. AM--FM cassette
Sharp car Good on gas
$3995 753-8642

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436 2642

•-•

1989 HONDA Actitird SET 'GUTTERING By Sears
'--'REAL. CHARMER
1990 Dodge Shadow 1990 Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
2Ffed•rn Murray location
Chrysler LeBaron convert;
installed for your specifica
Nee ,entral gas heat and
ble 753 5500
Sons Call Sears 753 2310
air 'scludes refrigerator.
for free estimate
washer arid dryer Tons of
290
storale7 DitteuriTed- rentUsed
G W CONSTRUCTION
Homes For Rent
$375 753 8734
Trucks
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
-rate for 2b
WANT to rent 3br house in 1976 FORD pickup Stankinds of remodeling Phone
he—e //144 ap
West CalloWay County or dard shift Runs good
489 2267
•„•, sr•ed W,th east Graves County
p
$650 753-5671
'1'
in' and d,s
753 0447
HADAWAY Construction
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
nwuLr.Lr Is: a partly. torn
Home remodeling paint
cylinder motor $2500
A reo smoker, pre
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
ter 4144y
OBO 474 8820
kt.tent-44-50.4no,
floor covering No job too
and
.o.l'te and cable
1985 CHEROKEE Pioneer
small 753 4251
7a11 Chad
Very
V6 5 speed Priced to sell
753 24211 or work AKC great Pyrenees
HAULING, yard work, tree
753 3200
Wormed and shots Large
753 €'4?
removal mowing Free es
qoality puppies Champion
timates 759-1683
S10
bloodlines $250 each Call
HOUSE cleaning 5 years
after
7p m
• .,SirieSS professional cleaning ex
Campers
1-502
653
5951
••••••es
penence Your home
1984 26ft COACHMAN
cleaned the way you like it
MINIATURE Schnauzer
Make
an
offer
9.000
miles
436-2767 Ask'for Bec,lyn
black male 901, 479 2472
502 247 6699
a
Cleaning
PIT bull pups 7 weeks old
INSULATION
Blown In By
1st shots and wormed 2
Sears TVA approved
males 1 wheetlack, 1
Close to Court
Boats
Save on those high heating
cocoa/white. $100 each 1
& Motors
Square on 5th St.
and cooling bills Call Sears
female cocoa/white $75
$160.00 per month,
EVINRUDE motor. 11 Shp
753 2310 for free estimate
Excellent bloodline Seri
Call Ted Delaney
16ft runabout and trailer
ous inquiries only Day or
INTERIOR•Exterior paint
$2800 753 0196
7$41916 for more
night 759-1925
mg Work guaranteed Free
infbrmation.
estimates 436 2299
4 CAR stiop with office
753-9386.1753,4509

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

Home
Furnishings
2 TWIN beds, sink , ker
osene heater 753 9476

[Two-Office Suite
with reception area

FORMAL queen size
couch matching chair
wood trim Good condition
$200 759-1673

L L Beane Painting Corn
mercial and residential
painting Free estimate',
tennis Beane owner
759-1785-

MR Chimney Chicleaner 492 8561
ROCKY COLSG'.
Repair Rooting mr
painting plumbing c
orete Free estirr ate' rva'
474 2307
ROGER
. _ Hudson.r
.
rig gravel sar,1 •_1
way roc. 753
753 6.763

MACS Errand Service ol
fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
irig nesZs etc 753 9630 CTEWAR"
trash :and garsage p..•
Mon Fri 8 5 References
_41rt--sscicy-aw---reir
• •
_PLUSABING-repairan4ui.
Larawray- 436-fa236same day service
'
WA"
436 5255

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

Downtown Murray,
500 Maple

753-8964

MURRAY Cerar
Marble and t
435 4607
NEW homes, remodeling
pole barns decks ouesoi!-J
irigs, brick and mascr my
work 759 1039 after 4pe

„
ma',
y

T
Repa;' ar s' Mar
NEW or repair work an
P-,-',
ar
masonry plastering ar
drywall Interior smooth n,
',ewer 1215 ' '2 f? -, •
textured finishes Sty ma
:,1,eet 753 6111
foam exterior insuiat •„r. 753 5606 Jittr_.r 5;,,n
system installed or- re
REPAIR Vd•_,•ad
paired Veneer and auther
tic stone installed
cr_i•rltr:!
.$15
concrete forms:* ard •
$35 all tyas,ds 11••1
ppured 759 4740
PLUMBING
Free en:
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al: woguaranteed 753 4200

•

'.- •

VI iLL cc

C

•
4'• •

CVS/011 litCmINCARINC:
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets .
r)y &

se* ou• showoom

(.21•*

GUN, KNIFE & BASEBALL CARD

SHOW
Admission: 52. Childre:.

flee

Marshall County High School
Draffenville,

Kentucky

Saturday', Jan. 19, 9-5
Sunday. Jan. 20, Noon-5

HOME RUN
\HOBBY SHOP
4th and Sycamore
759-1521
Home 753-1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
We have the largest selection of sports

cards, packs, and supphes ;n Murray

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BUDGET
ANALYST POSITION
Murray State University is seeking a Budget
Analyst starting immediately to assist the
Director of the Budget in preparation of the
budget and related documents and implementation of budgetary controls throughout the fiscal year A qualified candidate must
holci a Bachelor's degree in Finance. Accounting or a related field and a minimum of
one year experience. working lh -4 central budgetary or accounting function Salary will
be commensurate with experience Applica:
lions will be accepted until the position is
filled. Submit letter of application, salary
requirements, resume and three references
to: Paul Bylaska, Director of the Budget.
University Budget Office, 318 Wells Hall
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
MSU is an EO/AAE.
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WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance. IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
W00,0

•

-014••••••••

750-47S4
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installa
tion and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

FROSTFREE re'.
and continuous cwan
electric range Reason
ablel 492-8705 after 5pm

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghoo',
Whirlpool 30 years exsi
once Bobby Hoppe,
436-5848

1983 CELICA CT ..evhote. 5
speed, leaded 79 07-0
miles, $4150 489 2716

bulldog to•
school or ri,• ,)
building for Cr •
school in Inc Stio.,
dwater, FarrringtcGrove, Tri City aie
call 753 0447 4388-2443

Acsillanees .

For -174 bed, long term care facility
Degree in food service area preferred
management experience necessary Full
company benefits, salary open
Apply at
West View Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE M/F

K Rok
Lok
Vinyl Underpinning
Miller humsces
tea a Plectra
Spell [Seers, Storm
Windows, Heat 'tapes,
Anvil White Roof, Anvil
Saver Roof
-Ph. 1502y 492-1488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Rest Pekes
* Quality Results *

air 1i,S

(502) 753-1916

Immediate Openings
Food Service Supervisor

Get Your Horne
Ready For Winter!

1.,EV1

W'LL

•

Call and place your ad today!

allowed Applir.a
now being taken
-s• 435 4214 after

V/iLL
C.rIldro
r,at j

STAFF Speech LangUage
Pathologist needed at our
40-bed free-standing rehabilitation facility located in
Northwest Tennessee
Cane Creek Center, a part
of Rebound, Inc , provides
a full continuum of care for
tr awe c. head _intoty
silents as well as treating a
wtde varrely-offteurelogreatand orthopedic impair
merits Experience with
head injured and general
rehabilitation preferred,
however CFY candidates
will be considered We &fie
competitive salaries as well
as an excellent compensation and benefits package
Interview and relocation as
sistance provided Please
forward resume or contact
Rene' Doublin, SLP Cow
dinator, at (901) 587 4231
EOE

Clean out your (1w...is and basement w ith a
classified ad. It's a great way tri get rid of items
.
you no longer use and make eritra

s

. lu,• .
f Dine P&:. •
cord area 4 -3..

SALES person to work in
decorating center and paint
store Some experience at
this typo of work would be
helpful This is a 40hr week
job Apply at Black's Decor
ating Center 701 S 4Jh St
Murray or phone 753 0839
or 436-2935 after 5pm

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

4

BAB'Yo •
alters :
,

.13 IMMEDIATE CIPESS•
INGS NEED, a job") A
GED'? Hope for the future'?
You may quality it 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma •You are
between the ages of 16 8
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council J TPA
Call J TPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a m

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

•

'

EXPERIENCED full time
waitresses wanted Our
waitresses average well
above standard rate Apply
in person at Majestic Royale Holiday Int" Restaurant
Hwy 6415 Murray Ky

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

sit

411

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Lots
For Sale

3BR brick 1 e bath. LR
den excellent condition
Nice neighborhood Priced
$80s -Gait 753 9822 after
6pm

UMW
*bred

*

NICE 2bdrm full basement, central HA Nice
neighborhood Priced in
mid $30s Call 753 1449
after 5pm

BABY L. '
horn:
759 449C

FEDERAL Government is
hiring $16 500 $62.000
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details (901)642-1416

YIP
,mplement
Plans fall
education,
ist domes

rtr,irlo.T.t,a1 neighbor
eood near ..,nhierslty Ideal
for couple or reored person
£275erno 753 8096 or
753 21,-,33

Situation
Wanted

t 10.00. *le

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222
toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

e9

WENDY S is now ao
tog appfir-atioris tor
gems and ass.star.t • .
gers in the Were
••
area Excel:'
ary art hr•n$:t ,
restaL,r,c.: so... •
helpful but rv-Jt r.
.1•Send resume
ences to Andrew
Area Superve,er
Sheila Dr Hopkiree
42240

530
Services
Offered

BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
28R apartment near down
including cat cablevision
• o
.7-7-eieetarsiewereeriteee----— Joining The city limat,
Westeref6t CATS
du T1
2BR carport. central HA.
Call 753 5541
stove retngerator No pets
Deposit ear,r-i $350mo
'802 . A
Monroe
Homes
1 502 527 7382 after 5pm
For Sale
?BR duplex in Northwood
3BR 2 acres 6 miles wes
1295 mo 759 4406
of -Murray $45,000
29,R duplex $300-no De
489 2303
it reqo,red - Oukt area
3BR brick house New cen753 9245
tral heat'air, storm windows garbage disposal
Ef.R dojeex Aposances cable hookup city water 1
tenished !lice neighbor
mile East of Murray Priced
r•'...!;rt $3'7 rrci 759440€
in mid $30s 498 8944,
1 800 637 1442
2BR divreox apartment in

ASSEMBLERS E.
income to assernto
ducts from your re,504 646 1700 ri F
P2021

DAY dishwashing person
wanted Job pays $4 00,hr
plus benefits Apply in per
son at Majestic Royale
Resturant Holiday Inn elveji
641 S Murray Ky

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
shut,I HE 0if 040 f Af.

what you
new (heirs
I success...,
inclinatioF

2814 apartment in -Normwood Appliances and wa
ter furnished $260/mo
753 3964

WENDY S is 1".),0d
shifts. Flexible hourf,
hehadicit:n_.2„a4 '
4pm daily 1111 re • •
St. Murray.

AssEm4E OUR

Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

1BR furnished 1604 o
Miller Deposit required
$165imo Water furnished
753 0932 753 5898

Farm
Equipment

r

kr

enipany of
tirrie for
ale Either
fireuicial

190

UP to $15 lo-1
mail weekly hie
teed Free di • i
SD. 12610 re--tr.,
255 TKY Cr--re CA •'

060

St John s Episcopal
Church will receive sealed
bids until Jan 31 on the
following Approximately
2000sq ft of new construction and remodeling of ex
isting structure Specifica
bons may be obtained by
• calling 502 753 4288

s regard
e favored
ketay with
skeptical
*irate

Apartments
For Rent
I BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean Close to
campus
$165•mo
753 7276

NOW interviewng p
Avon reefs!' •
up to 50
Free jewelry ,to
753 22'.
kits
1 502 737 5S,32

Ward-Elkins

Day & evening clasSes
offered For more inforrna
ton cal Robin Britian
instructor) at

Lease For

It.

Miirray Ledger & Times
Hems
,,,rnishinces

Murray
ll01-(Man

y Ca
about 40
schools,
lividuals,
Ito meet
.rieedS—or
2allosk

i'r Ite.,3•4
.),

CLASSIFIEDS
Notice
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U.S. planes to help defend Turkey

OBITUARIES
Thomas Edwin (Ed) Vance
Thomas _Edwin (Ed). Vance. 67,
of 727 Riley Ct., Murray, died
Monday at 11:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired truck drii:er with Holland Brothers Trucking Co. of
NVingo, he was a member of WestSide Baptist Church and an Army
seteran of World War II.
HIS NifC, Mrs. Willie Orr Vance,
dic•d July 8. 1988. One grandson,
Robert Vance, and one sister, Mrs.
Beauton Underwood, also preceded
him in death.
- Born April 19, 1923, in Callo-----.414.11e- stra*the.SO0 a-46Wta:c Cianey Vance and Arlie WI-. tarns V-ane,:. •
st rsixcet hs Nek() C4a4h1Crs,.
tIc!NN;'1,1 BL:C% and hand.
1!

Paul Dee Jones

Terry Vance, Rt. 6. Murray; so;
grandchildren. Eddie Lovins in
Saudi :Arabia. and Terry Lynn
Lovins, Melissa Vance: John
Vance. Terra Vance and Matthew
Vance, al! of Murray,
Aiso s•arvis.ing are four ststers,
11rs Frances Paschall and huslland.
13,11y. and Mrs. Wanda Coy and
hushand. Howard, Murray, !sirs
Beatr!...e Krt:flen. Caltforma, and
Mrs ko')'•!e Sykes. Michigan.
.nree brothers, 'Tro Vance and
s+iis• Ea;ne, and ,Coffield Vance
c Frances, Murray. and
anc-e----anct -Aa#44e.- • The..I-uneraI wiilhe Thursd3y al .
hare!
15.7'..:
.•••

A

nt Gros

Hazel under boil water order

st.rs.tes or Paul Dee Jones v.111
he Wednesday at 11 am in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. John Jones and
the Rev.- Bob'Dotson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Union
Ridge Cemetery in,,stohall Colin
ty with military rues to be conducted by American Legion Po:
No, 2r, of Mayfield
Friends may call_ at the funeral
non! after 2 p m. todJy (Tuesday).
Mr Jones, 73, Kirkstry, died
Sunday at 940 p.m. at Murray ca:loway CpuntyfivspaaL
owned
operated Raul
'Or Ti;nes-Cr7C-Lry al_Kirk. .4nd
.%1 4.5.. Cternha of .1<irksey United
N1ethodist.ChurLh
11.0.S are h„, wife, MN
Fidine Ross Jones: one daughter,
Mrs Phyllis Roherts and husband,
r;,:- kt 5.
0:*,e sort P.
Jne' ndsx.
4111;r, Mrs Ltg,
.111,1
(
Itt "slt,,rasnck
k: 5

ANK \RA, Turkey t AP)
Takes said Monday tat the U
Air for,e would doiible its contingent here 'to 96 planes to help
;:na :he only NATO member on
Ir,!q t,ot-der
..teselopment. on the est: of
I N .1,:adYine for Iraq to lease
sonic high
• oilit;a.. tty surprist:
,Maros4er -4-444134133
1)7iS:kiLMI I urgut Dia]
skorA! not enter a sxar
c-xt.tist - in -self-defense.
l!,
.ding any titanic tit
opening On Iraq's
!rontier if the
.ttated toalltittn. goes. to
;
.1•
1.
c
tu-t1‘ the

t

I IL

A

r,.1.

•

the
drawing.
The
of Dres.:
checked thc r:L.'7,%7 •
until this past weekend. Stephetso,
bought the winning ticket
more's. Fruit Sand n II

rid 'i.rrkev agreed to
for logistical
lortes. But he
sun on .t.loAing U.S.
.nt !It'd lrum the has

KANISI-okl. Xy. (AP)
WIlktrtsrin h-as
%pt.'s halted the unprecedented,
, trosersH.d Idles ,s:on ads that

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
----- .7--7
-------‘,-- ..-

/

Industrial Average
Presious Close .................. 2483.91 )
L
( Air Products................. 53'4 unc.
A.T.C-Class A .........293/411 301/4A C
ATLI..---......--29'-14 •
Bank of Murray...............137N2B
Bell South ................... _5014 •'1
Briggs & Stratton...-. 25q: • '4
's
Chrysler.
12'h.
CSX Corp .....................30'i..'4
Dean Foods...................37112 4 I 1
Dollar Gen. Store ...........r/4B 8A
50 unc.
Fxxon
25s/s + 3 •
Ford
, General Molors...........30'4 4. li
.37.'s
Goodrich
fioody ear ..,.....1,..............173-4 - kis
-107.'Is
I.B.M.. . .
36.
'' .'is
Ingersoll Rand
261/1.1,4
K Mart.................
, 20 unc.
Ky. l tilities
13'4 unc.
Kroger ...............
.3834 - 'is
Lou. 6 & E
N1cDonakIs ......................27
JCPennes
.43q: unc.1
.
Quaker Oats.............
Sears ..........................24sis • s
Snap-On Tools
Texaco..
c Time-Warner
.
+unc
"::
3314 unc.
11-Mart
.
Woolworth
.
unc.
114)
....... 7.27
C.E.F. Yield ...........

C

Gorbachev defends
Lithuania assault

iequest. the North
frt.ltsOrg,imiatitm also
or'plane's triiniTta,s
and Germany to proaddllonai detense on the
sx'itii Iraq.
N1n.x
ltase expressed fear
S p ,;!,:s might invite an
parieularly if the
r'„,‘7 r17:7',Cd to attack

N's

i

Dresden man wins $500,000 jackpot

insaded- Kuwait 'on
his allowed the
:est S:ats•s to station 4ti
15 Jr.! I 16 ssarplanes at the
N \TO 1,,i s; in southern

Wilkinson stops television ads

se

Mrs. Ellie
11111 Garliii(1
1.

aSi

ni

would hasc to be made by the
Turkish parliament.
TUfkey has increased ils.troops
along the Iraqi border by at least
30 percent in recent weeks, diplomats said. About 100.000 to
150,000 Turkish soldiers are keeping 70,000 to 100.000 Iraqi soldiers
pinned to the area. diplomats and
military analysts say, speaking-on
condition- of anonymity .
Hours before Akhulut's
announcement. a senior Foreign
Ministry - of4
in- an interview that Turkey had no plans to
request more allied forces.
.0/al assured Turks over Ides,stun. Monday evening that their
country _wouli_not be_plunled_into
N c r, and trrgrzt-tht.in to stayLatin.
As president _I want to assure
you that as long as we are not
attacked in any way, the Turkish
armed forces will not intervene,Dial said.

i:ste is no need
•

HOG MARKET
ederet.State Staratt %ens Sir*" lamer, IS, 1101
kentucky Purchase roe lin Starke( Report Includes 4
Buying statlons Receipts: out 5111, FAL son s.rrowis
I es kneel, Sou" nandy-1.114 Woe'
s I 2 230.2$6 be
$0111.14-44.54
1-2 211.2311 be
4.43.110-45.34
1 S 23 23S21 be
.........
IS 3.4 246 re be
444 56.44 54
Soma
S 1.2 ra 35* PA
S 1-3 304-4411 be
_437 Ob3l1141
S 1.3 4113525 Is
-435 MR 311.1111
LS 1-3 525 and
$48.01-42.110
t S 2-3 31451111 be
.435.116-341/4
loan 521134 32.40

.iiniaining overblown claims
destgiit:-d to boost the gubernatorial
Lainpaio of the governor's wife,
Martha Wilkinson.
Television stations in Louisvile.
! t:sinl„non and Paducah said Monthat :hey last raA the Wilkinson
,i!s on Thursday or Frida
becal:si: he order
..:ck had bee:, ,anceled.
Ann,: Laves. natiiii,al sales trimwpsi).-iy in Pad uca h.
.1,,J Wilkinson's media buyer
.
Friday to add ttra ncv,
en call.d back that afternoon to
„.•:1;e1 ithOUt gis.ng a reason.,
- Lx1dentiv. this was a lastdetision made by- someone.
'..01a1L'y er reason,- she. said.
Ea‘cs said shc was told by the
: ads might resume

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy P:".tj 100%
of the Deductibles?

• MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
5628 on Part A; S100 on part B. Call me for more information.
I LAN
8 a.m.-8 f.m.
ii 1..1, FOR sis( 1 IINTS
P

753-7890

1:a

Mrs. Louise .
Kcistler

Inf,xmat,on
1.4x,n kequest
re-• ..
"2,.._
...:1,-;
.--4".:
C7
-...j-7------ -"-----"
414 rviain St.
Murray, Ky
'53-3366

I.. , =•• --;( ,,
,....2
(-,

-444li
..k ‘-1

7 7-

n.oumers ..ned
,.askets of 10

P ...;:an

" 15

ILLIARD
,_ ..
, es, investment
. . . ,..., .\0. . Q
you.
1_c_..
-S•r-)-----1-YONS

. ..Is
N.,•• 5,4

Arne.lc an

jachanges

and koNicirost Ser..

and

Charles Jenkins

It

Pc

UPTO

3 YEARS AT
All Leather Recliner

FINANCING!
Broyhill's "Best Seller" Sofa/Loveseat

$2532
month

STOREWIDE DISCOUNTED PRICES PLUS
36 MONTHS 0% FINANCING!
1111111111".
,,
,

Crass

1N Saudi STil lit.

Downtown - Murray

75341821

--

